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1 - Introduction 

A Heritage Lottery funded programme, The Philip Astley Project (TPAP) aims to raise the 

profile of Philip Astley locally, nationally and internationally and to reaffirm Newcastle-under-

Lyme’s role in circus history. 

The project runs in parallel to Circus Past Present Future an Arts Council England Ambition for 

Excellence funded programme led by the New Vic Theatre. 

Although the projects focus on different objectives overall, both work with multiple 

stakeholders to deliver high profile activities with the shared aim of celebrating Philip Astley 

and the 250th anniversary of the modern-day circus during 2017 and 2018.  

The evaluation data gathered during 2017 and 2018 will support the organisations involved to 

make the case for further investment, “making Philip Astley to Newcastle-under-Lyme what 

Shakespeare is to Stratford” (Andrew Van Buren, 2015). 

The Philip Asltey Project included different programme strands:  

- Local history talks 

- Films 

- Family events including large scale festival 

- Exhibition 

- Education workshops 

- Research resources 

See Activity Plan for the full breakdown  

The Audience Agency were commissioned to evaluate how successfully The Philip Astley 

Project met the objectives set out in their Activity Plan as part of the Heritage Lottery Fund 

project. This report summarises the outcomes of the project against the objectives and follows 

interim reports presented to the managing consortia group in May 2018. 
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2 - Philip Astley: A national celebration  

Who is Philip Astley? 

Born in Newcastle-under-Lyme in 1742, Philip Astley was the son of a cabinetmaker who grew 

up to become a master equestrian, entrepreneur, war hero, pioneer and showman. In 1768, 

Astley opened his riding school, creating performances and then developing the 42-foot 

diameter circus ring, still the standard size used in circus across the world.  

Philip Astley is considered the father of modern circus. 

Source: The Philip Astley Project 

Circus 250 

Both The Philip Astley Project and Circus Past Present and Future are part of an national 

celebration of the artform. Highlighting the many organisations and individuals contributing to 

the anniversary is Circus250 a campaign which aims to:   

Enable pioneering work, forge new partnerships, build new audiences and embed circus at the 

heart of our culture – in the ground-breaking spirit of Astley. Circus 250 

Circus Past Present and Future 

Circus: Past, Present, Future (CPPF) is an Arts Council England Ambition for Excellence funded 

programme led by the New Vic Theatre with the support of several local, regional and national 

partners.  

The programme activity included artistic development and public facing programme which took 

place between March and August 2018 which included: Circus Village and new contemporary 

circus production by No Fit State; professional and public workshops; artist development 

opportunities as well as two new productions at the New Vic Theatre: Astley’s Astounding 

Adventures and Cabinet of Curiosities. 

The evaluation framework across both projects was devised to be able to be read across, 

allowing the data at a future point to be consolidated to give a cross project and programme 

overview of impact on Newcastle-under-Lyme.   
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3 - Stakeholders 

The Philip Astley Project is a consortium led by Staffordshire University. It is managed by a 

steering group which includes: (listed alphabetically) 

• Appetite 

• Brampton Museum & Art Gallery 

• Friends of the Brampton Museum & Art Gallery 

• Keele University 

• Newcastle-under-Lyme Borough Council 

• Newcastle-under-Lyme Civic Society 

• Newcastle-under-Lyme College 

• Newcastle-under-Lyme Business Improvement District (BID) 

• New Vic Theatre 

• Staffordshire Library and Information Service 

• Staffordshire Film Archive 

• Van Buren Organisation 
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4 - Project aims and objectives 

 

The project aims and objectives, as outlined in the activity plan are that: 

 

For full descriptions of how this will be delivered please refer to the HLF Activity Plan. 

 

Overall the project outcomes were that: 

• 9,000 unique members of the public engaged in activities (over 18,000 total 

engagements) 

• 125,000 people exposed to key messages through media and marketing 

• 1194 active participants (content producers) 

• 66 people will have volunteered time 

• 119 people will receive training 

• By the end of the project, 21% of people will have heard of Philip Astley, be aware of 

his link to Newcastle-under-Lyme and his invention – a 10-point increase on the 

baseline. 

This has been assessed through capturing the following types of information: 

• Numbers of people reached 

• Engagement: volunteering, developing skills 

A wide range of people in Newcastle-under-Lyme feel pride in 
Philip Astley’s significance to the borough, the circus and 
related arts, and know how to find out more information.

Heritage will 
be better 
identified 

and 
recorded

Heritage will 
be better 

interpreted 
and 

explained

People will 
have 

developed 
skills

People will 
have learnt 

about 
heritage

People will 
have 

volunteered 
time
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• Demographic details including social class, postcode, race, sex, gender, age, disability 

(as per HLF requirements) 

• Number of organisations involved 

• Economic impact of the project on NUL including increased visitor numbers and spend.  

• Referencing the outcomes listed above, the project’s evaluation needs to tell a story 

about the change that takes place as a result of the project. This will include but not be 

limited to: 

o Increased pride in Philip Astley and NUL.  

o Increased levels of knowledge of PA and his link to NUL. 

• Progress against baseline of 11% of NUL residents currently aware of Philip Astley. 

In order to learn about why these changes took place. The evaluation also captured: 

• People’s experience of participating in activities.  

• How people found out about activities, learnt about Philip Astley, and developed skills.  

• Whether people feel empowered to share their knowledge with others.  

• People’s levels of interest for future activities including: a conference for circus and 

performing arts professionals, a school-based activity programme, circus school 

activities, enhanced town centre trail, public events etc.  
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5 - Methodology 

The Audience Agency (TAA) were appointed programme evaluators in November 2017. TAA is a 

mission-led organisation, sector leaders in insight-driven, audience-focused research and policy 

and works across England and Wales to help organisations delivering cultural activities to 

better understand their audiences and the impact of their work. 

Our approach 

The evaluation framework was devised with The Philip Astley steering group in December 2017, 

and broadly covers the following engagement and programme areas: 

i) Visitor/Audience engagement 

ii) Participant engagement 

ii) Stakeholder engagement 

The evaluation framework outlines what the key measures of success are for each 

aim/objective. TAA then devised a summative mixed methodology approach, one which could 

be embedded with ease across the delivery programme and delivered between the steering 

group members and TAA team in order to capture the key outcomes and impact. 

Please see appendix ii for the full evaluation framework. 

Research methods 

The evaluation utilised a mixed-methodology approach, collecting quantitative and qualitative 

data through a range of different means, as set out below. 

Visitor/Audience survey: Paper surveys were distributed at each event either by the event 

organiser, a member of the Staffordshire University team or an Audience Agency staff 

member.  

All of the events highlighted in the table in white indicate where only adults aged 16 and over 

were invited to take part in the survey. Those highlighted in green/blue indicate responses 

from student aged 7+ and therefore demographic and personal data has been omitted. 

760 responses were completed over the period, due to the bespoke set up of the survey for 

certain events this means that not all questions were answered in each instance. This means 

that sample sizes may be smaller for each event and therefore when reading this report at 

event level we would suggest that findings are indicative.  
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Event date  Event name   Number to attendees  Organiser  
Sample 
size  

25/09/2017  Charlie Cairoli   79 adults  
Van Buren  
Organisation and  
Staffordshire  
University  

49  

18/10/2017 Connects Meeting 16 adults 

Van Buren Organisation 

0 

30/10/2017  Train the Trainer session  9 staff, 190 children   
New Vic Theatre  
Education  

26  

31/10/2017 The Business of Circus Rotary 
Dinner 

50 adults Van Buren Organisation 
and Staffordshire 
University  
 

7 

31/10/2017  Train the Trainer sessions  See above  
New Vic Theatre  
Education  

30  

01/11/2017  Train the Trainer session  See above  

  

New Vic Theatre  
Education  

23  

02/11/2017  Train the Trainer session  See above  

  

New Vic Theatre  
Education  

38  

03/11/2017  Train the Trainer session  See above  

  

New Vic Theatre  
Education  

50  

27/11/2017  Circus workshop (University 
group)  

27 students Van Buren  
Organisation and  
Staffordshire  
University  

27  

28/11/2017  
Train the Trainer - follow on 
training   

9 staff  
New Vic Theatre  
Education  

10  

01/12/2017  Audley Talk  26 adults, 1 child  Van Buren  
Organisation and  
Staffordshire  
University  

18  

30/01/2018 Monte Carlo Talk 60 adults 
Gandy’s 

0 

31/01/2018  The Greatest Show on Earth  76 adults  
Staffordshire Film  
Archive  

45  

07/02/2018  La Strada Screening  63 adults  
Staffordshire Film  
Archive  

16  
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14/02/2018  
The Van Buren Family  
Screening  

50 adults  
Staffordshire Film  
Archive  

22  

19/02/2018 

Friends of Museum 

28 adults Van Buren  
Organisation and  
Friends of Museum 

0 

 
20/02/2018  Philip Astley, son of Newcastle-

under-Lyme, father of the 
modern day circus  

20 adults  Van Buren  
Organisation and  
Keele 
University  

4  

 
21/02/2018 Equity talk 

 
12 adults 

Van Buren  
Organisation 

0 

27/11/2017  Circus workshop (University 
group)  

27 adults Van Buren  
Organisation and  
Staffordshire  
University  

27  

21/02/2018  The Circus Screening  58 adults  
Staffordshire Film  
Archive  

26  

12/03/2018 NULC Performing Arts Centre 
performance 

35 students Newcastle-under-Lyme 
College 

0 

19/03/2018 Monte Carlo juggling 
competition finale in NUL 

68 adults Van Buren Organisation  0 

21/04/2018 Public unveiling of public art 
project created by Aspire 

50 adults Van Buren Organisation  0 

21/04/2018 Van Buren & Chris Barltrop 
World Circus Day talks. 

68 adults Van Buren Organisation 27 

25/04/2018 Exhibition of artwork from 
Newcastle in Bloom children's 
painting competition 

50 people attend 
exhibition. 1,040 
entries into the 
competition.  

Newcastle Borough 
Council 

0 

12/05/2018 Exhibition: Philip Astley - his 
Life and Legacy opening 

100 adults Brampton Museum 0 

05/05/2018 – 
15/07/208 

Exhibition open 16,600 Brampton Museum 89 

18/05/2018 National Museums at Night 
Event  

34 adults Brampton Museum 4 

24/05/2018 Poetry Unveiling at Langdale 
primary  

55 entries to the 
competition (across 
two schools) with 11 
people attending the 
ceremony.  

Newcastle-under-Lyme 
Borough Council 

0 
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31/05/2018 Women in Circus - talk b 
Vanessa Toulmin of Sheffield 
University  
 

20 adults Andrew Van Buren and 
the Brampton Museum 

2 

07/06/2018 Seabridge School 64 students  
Van Buren Organisation 

0 

13/06/2018 Award Ceremony from 
Children's Painting competition 

150 attendees Keele Hall 0 

18/06/2018 Andrew Van Buren on Philip 
Astley 

11 adults Belong Village 0 

30/06/2018 Homecoming by Night 159 Newcastle Town Centre 45 

25/07/2018 Bloom Events (Regional Judges’ 
Tour) 

15 adults and 15 
children 

Newcastle Town Centre 0 

31/07/2018  Bloom Event (Champion of 
Champions Judges' Tour) 

15 adults and 15 
children 

Newcastle Town Centre 0 

04/08/2018 AstleyFest 8,000 Lyme Valley Park 74 

04/08/2018 Roll Up, Roll Up performance Included above Lyme Valley Park 6 

15/08/2018  Brook Centre Astley talk & 
Workshop 

24 young people  
Brook Centre 

0 

14/09/2018 Heritage Open Day event. 
Philip Astley - circus inventor: 
Heritage Walk. 

12 adults plus group 
of 20 NUL students 

Newcastle town centre; 
start at Belong Village, 
Lower St, ST5 2RS 

4 

14/11/2018  Pub Quiz - inspired by Philip 
Astley 

26 adults Old Pomona Inn, Belong 
Village, Liverpool Road 
ST5 2RS 

0 

28/11/2018 Finale / celebration event 120 adults Staffordshire Film 
Theatre 

0 

Various  Uncoded surveys  33 

Various  Schools surveys St John Fisher 116; The 
Coppice 13; Hassel 
Street 57; St Giles 23; 
Blackfriars 24; St Marys 
50, Baby bounce 1, 10 
uncoded 

294 

Subtotal    760 
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Ethnographic research: This involved carrying out observations at events across the year. The 

researcher observed these events and, gathered data on audience/ participant behaviour; 

levels of apparent learning; and so on. 

Volunteer and Stakeholder interviews: Six volunteers were interviewed using a structured 

approach which gathered their feedback and views on their experience and the impact of 

participating in The Philip Astley Project. 

Panel survey: a panel survey was set up with Newcastle under Lyme Borough Council asking a 

resident’s panel to respond to several questions linked to the project objectives. 

Marketing Analysis of digital and social media activity: This draws on Google Analytics as well 

as analysis for Facebook, and Twitter activity. And references press coverage secured through 

the programme. 

The project evaluator kept in regular contact with the project team and received updates and 

further information (such as marketing reports, participation data etc) which supplemented the 

data gathered via the means above. 

Reading this report  

The next section presents the summary findings for the The Philip Astley Project as led by the 

steering group, including: 

• Overall audience outcomes 

• Film audience outcomes 

• Family and community audience outcomes 

• Talks attenders outcomes 

• Schools and education participants outcomes 

• Exhibition attenders outcomes 

The report then summarises how each objective was met, drawing on evidence such as press 

cuttings and digital media. 

The raw data files, containing all literal responses, will be provided separately as CSV files 

allowing for any additional analysis required.  

Mapping and location analysis  

The maps in this report show the location of visitors and participants to TPAP activities, based 

on the data collected. It should be noted that the postcodes used to create these maps usually 

reflect where survey responder lives, not necessarily where the person has travelled from that 
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day (for example they may have commuted from a location closer to the activity/event or been 

visiting whilst on holiday).  

On pinpoint maps, each survey respondent is plotted on the map. This is mapped at postcode 

level - it is worth noting that a postcode, on average, covers approximately 15 households, and 

if multiple bookers/respondents share a postcode they will only appear as one dot on the map.  

A pinpoint map is useful for getting an idea of the scale and general distribution of your 

respondents, especially where the dataset being mapped is relatively small.  

Audience Spectrum  

The Audience Spectrum tool is used to analyse the make-up of the respondents in terms of 

their existing levels of cultural engagement alongside lifestyle and demographic insights.  

Audience Spectrum is a powerful arts, culture and heritage-specific geodemographic profiling 

tool developed by The Audience Agency. Audience Spectrum describes the British population in 

terms of their attendance, participation and engagement in the arts, culture and heritage, as 

well as behaviours, attitudes and preferences at arts, museums and heritage organisations.  

The British adult population is broken into 10 categories based on their attendance at, and 

participation and engagement with, the arts, culture and heritage.  More widely, these 

segments can be grouped into 3 categories – high engagement, medium engagement and lower 

engagement.  

To find out more and to view the pen portraits for each segment visit: 

www.audiencefinder.org/spectrum 

  

http://www.audiencefinder.org/spectrum
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Executive Summary 

Aim 1 - Heritage will be better identified and recorded 

• 6 volunteers (steering group research group) researched and recorded Philip Astley 

and associated research topics, 200 university student content producers supported 

the project through their studies and ex-curricular activities. 

• There were several new research findings about Astley, these are now recorded in an 

Astley archive at The Brampton Museum & Art Gallery for public access. 

• New research was identified by members of the public – as awareness of Astley 

increased. 

• 25 downloads of school resource pack on The Philip Astley Website 

• 30 downloads of resource pack on The Philip Astley Website 

• 3,075 views of films on YouTube and 10,934 views of videos on Facebook. 

• 125 resource packs distributed at The Philip Astley celebration event 

Aim 2 - Heritage will be better interpreted and explained 

• Delivery of the events and exhibitions programme included 47 separate events. 

• 16,600 people attended the exhibition Philip Astley: His Life and Legacy at The 

Brampton Museum and Art Gallery with an additional 100 attending the opening. 

• An estimated 8,000 people attended AstleyFest in Lyme Valley Park 

• 448 participations by a community company ‘Roll up Roll up’ across 16 sessions. 

• 159 people attend evening events at Homecoming  

• The town trail has been downloaded 227 times, 12 attendees undertook a guided 

town trail for Heritage open days. 20 young people participate in creating artworks 

for the town trail working with a local artist. 

• 338 people attend 9 talks across the town. 

• 24 schools participate in the schools Britain in Bloom competition from which 1,040 

children submit an entry. 30 students participate on Bloom judging days. 

• 304 young people and children engaged across 3 assembly talks and education 

workshops. 

• 2 schools participated in a poetry competition with 55 entries. 

• Overall 30 schools across mainstream and SEN primary and secondary; and 1 FE 

college participated in activities overall, engaging with 1,454 students. 

• 267 audience members attend 4 film screenings.  
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• 4 artists/ organisations were commissioned to create flags and banners for AstleyFest 

• 96% of audience members feedback that they have learnt about heritage/Astley and 

95% had an enjoyable experience.  

Aim 3 - People will have developed skills 

• 265 adults received formal training such as heritage social media, storytelling and 

drama, research skills, and circus skills.  

• 4% of attenders were from a BAME background.  

• 17% of Astley’s audience have day-to-day limiting activity, health problem or 

disability. 

• 23% of Astley’s audiences were from a low engagement segment (using Audience 

Spectrum profiles). 

• 100% of volunteers indicated that they developed skills by taking part in the project. 

• 96% of attenders and participants have learnt something new about Astley 

• There were 200 active participants from Staffordshire University, with 8 content 

producers. 

Aim 4 - People will have volunteered time  

• 63 people volunteered time as part of the Philip Astley project, these were across a 

variety of roles including the steering group, research sub-group, University students 

across content creation and internships, and cultural volunteers from Appetite the 

Creative People and Places project. 

Aim 5 - People will have learn about heritage 

• Over a million people will have been exposed to key messages through media and 

marketing. The majority of this is through media/press coverage with online 

readership and daily circulation figures for print and online media contributing 

significantly to this. 

• The Philip Astley Project achieved 4 local press stories, contributed to 2 articles in 

national print press and achieved coverage on BBC channels BBC 3 and BBC Midlands 

Today in broadcast media. 

• Although not an objective of the project, The Philip Astley Project contributed to 

international media publications in Japan, USA and Canada. 

• There were 13,744 engagements across social media, including 2,695 followers across 

social media regularly receiving Philip Astley updates and 744 uses of #astleyproject 
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• 5,298 unique website visitors to the www.philipastley.org website 

• Based on 62% of attenders at Philip Astley events being first time attenders, we 

estimate that the number of unique engagers in activities and events to be: 

16,971. These engagements had the following impact: 

• 93% of attenders agreed that The Philip Astley Project events made them ‘Understand 

more about circus arts and heritage’ and 85% agreed that The Philip Astley Project 

events like these made them ‘Feel more proud of Philip Astley’. 

• Half of respondents (51%) indicated that they would be Very Likely to share their 

knowledge about Astley with others. 

• On average across the project, 56% of people have heard of Philip Astley, and are 

aware of his link to Newcastle-under-Lyme and his invention. This is an increase on 

the baseline of 11% from the first phase of the project. 

Project Legacy 

The outcomes of the project overall indicate an increase in knowledge and pride from local 

people and a significantly increased awareness overall internationally. 

There are many opportunities to further develop the Astley brand and offer to the public for 

which there seems a continued appetite for.  

Data drawn from surveys and interviews indicates that there are several key areas which the 

steering group may wish to explore further, these are: 

- Support for schools/FE/HE – circus skills and local history 

- Digital repository / archives - where research can be easily located from multiple 

locations the public usually search for information (online, library, museum) 

-  Exhibition/s drawing on Astley and other related themes 

- Circus school – encouraging the next generation of performers 

- Bringing heritage to life through drama and performances 

- Community events – utilising the green spaces in the town and therefore animating 

the town / town centre. 

Further in-depth analysis can be found in each section of the report. 

  

http://www.philipastley.org/
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Aim 1 - Heritage will be better identified and recorded 

Key Outcomes 

• 6 volunteers (steering group research group) researched and recorded Philip Astley and 

associated research topics, 200 university student content producers supported the 

project through their studies and ex-curricular activities. 

• There were several new research findings about Astley, these are now recorded in an 

Astley archive at The Brampton Museum & Art Gallery for public access. 

• New research was identified by members of the public – as awareness of Astley 

increased. 

• 25 downloads of school resource pack on The Philip Astley Website 

• 30 downloads of resource pack on The Philip Astley Website 

• 3,075 views of films on YouTube and 10,934 views of videos on Facebook. 

• 125 resource packs distributed at The Philip Astley celebration event 

Researching Philip Astley 

The volunteers at The Brampton Museum Art Gallery alongside members of the Philip Astley 

Steering Group led on the research of Philip Astley Project. The research outcomes were an 

important driver across the activity plan helping to inform: 

- Exhibition – including film and interpretation 

- Talks – informing and updating content across the year 

- Resource pack / Schools pack 

- Schools and education workshops 

At the museum a small group of volunteers led on researching Astley supporting the curatorial 

team in delivering the exhibition: Philip Astley – His Life and Legacy. 

Beryl Carter a long-standing archive volunteer, took a lead role in supporting the museum team 

in researching Astley’s local connections. A main aim was to find evidence that he was born in 

Newcastle-under-Lyme a fact which is sometimes challenged – with some thinking he was born 

in Manchester. 
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Beryl Carter – Archive Volunteer, Brampton Museum & Art Gallery 

Beryl has been a volunteer at the Brampton Museum & Art Gallery since 2004. With a long-

standing interest in local history, she began by attending classes to learn research skills and 

accumulate her knowledge of local history in Newcastle-under-Lyme.  

Having built her knowledge over the past 14 years, Beryl is a very confident member of the 

museum volunteer team assisting with enquiries and helping to process historic wills. She has 

also recently become Chair of the Friends of Brampton Museum. This has seen her increase 

her volunteering at the museum from once a week to a few times a week.  

Beryl was asked to support The Philip Astley Project by the museum team who were 

preparing for a new exhibition. 

The volunteers went beyond the local museum archive looking for additional evidence about 

Asltey’s life. This took them to London to visit The National Archives and The British Library. 

With the other volunteer also visiting Paris.  

‘This was a first for us to go to London for research.' 

Another highlight of the project was inputting into a book which was being written on 

Astley’s life.  

‘We got a transcript from the author…we wanted to ensure that the historical evidence used 

was correct.’ 

Another research opportunity emerged when a member of the public contacted Beryl about a 

will in his possession. 

‘The member of the public had heard that something was happening in the area linked to 

Astley and got in touch about his own research.’ 

He sent a copy of the will to the team to view. 

‘The will talks about Edward and Sarah in the circus (Philip Astley’s parents). The will was 

written by Sarah’s sister Alice.’ 

Beryl found Alice’s history particularly interesting: 

‘Sarah’s sister led an interesting life – she got married in 1760 – Edward Astley is at her 

wedding. She married Tom Matlin the next year, and then she married her last husband 

Robert in a good part of London.’ 

Beryl also indicates that Edward Astley (Astley’s father) also had a colourful history, 

something the team uncovered during their research: 
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‘Edward Astley…was in prison a couple of times. In 1747 he’s in the fleet prison for 

trespass.’ 

Although the research team were unable to find hard evidence of Astley been born in 

Newcastle-under-Lyme. The surrounding evidence indicates that it is highly likely that he 

was.  

Beryl mentions that this has started a life-long interest in the Astley family and that she will 

continue to investigate his life during other related research. 

The Philip Astley Education Resource Pack 

 

‘very enjoyable, easy to follow and makes it seen achievable to someone who doesn't feel 

competent or is naturally outgoing’ Train the trainer participant 

 

 

 

Developed by the New Vic Education team 

and Newcastle-under-Lyme Library the 

resource pack is designed to be an 

interactive workshop for children. 

The education resource was further 

supported by a Train the Trainer event 

which saw 9 participants attend and work 

with school children to test the workshop, 

and to enable them to deliver the workshop 

in the future. 

‘The participation in ... really helped to 

underline how to structure them with the 

children, and how to break down a 

complicated history through role play.’ 

Train the trainer participant 
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The Philip Astley Resource Pack 

 

The pack was launched at the celebration event and was distributed to an audience over 120 

guests, included many professionals from University, education and cultural professions.  

As the Resource pack has only recently been launched, we are not able to evidence how it is 

being used as a resource by those it was given to. At the present time the resource pack has 

been downloaded 30 times from The Philip Astley website. 

 

 

 

 

 

The resource pack was created by 

Staffordshire University based on 

research by The Philip Asltey Project/ 

Brampton Museum Archives Research Sub 

Group: Beryl Carter; Susan Bradford; Ann 

Watkins; Andrew Van Buren; Teresa 

Mason; Delyth Copp and Jim Worgan. 

Additional research by local historian, 

Andre Dobraszczyc. 

The pack is designed as a research tool 

for all ages and abilities, providing an 

overview of Philip Astley and his story 

from historic sources, artefacts and 

historical images. 
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The Philip Astley Celebration, Staffordshire University 

   
 

 
Pictures from the celebration event at Staffordshire University, including pop up exhibition and cake 
which featured on TV programme Extreme Cake Makers 

 

Guests including Mayor of Newcastle Gill Heesom, Lord Mayor of Stoke on Trent Lillian Dodd, 

Chairman of Staffordshire County Council Michael Greatorex and Leader of Newcastle Borough 

Council Simon Tagg. Guests were entertained by Charlie Chaplin and circus performers. The 

foyer also contained the Brampton Museum Astley information boards, and a selection of 

artefacts on loan from the Van Buren Organisation. Following speeches Channel 4 ‘Extreme 

Cake Makers’ presented a special ‘Extreme Philip Astley cake’. This was followed by Ray 

Johnson played his Philip Astley Project year in review film. Staffordshire University launched 

the ‘Philip Astley Resource pack’, which will be available and free of charge to schools and for 

general use. 
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Aim 2 - Heritage will be better interpreted and explained 

Key outputs & Summary 

Programme  

• Delivery of the events and exhibitions programme included 47 separate events. 

• 16,600 people attended the exhibition Philip Astley: His Life and Legacy at The 

Brampton Museum and Art Gallery with an additional 100 attending the opening. 

• An estimated 8,000 people attended AstleyFest in Lyme Valley Park 

• 448 participations by a community company ‘Roll up Roll up’ across 16 sessions. 

• 159 people attend evening events at Homecoming  

• The town trail has been downloaded 227 times, 12 attendees undertook a guided town 

trail for Heritage open days. 20 young people participate in creating artworks for the 

town trail working with a local artist. 

• 338 people attend 9 talks across the town. 

• 24 schools participate in the schools Britain in Bloom competition from which 1,040 

children submit an entry. 30 students participate on Bloom judging days. 

• 304 young people and children engaged across 3 assembly talks and education 

workshops. 

• 2 schools participated in a poetry competition with 55 entries. 

• Overall 30 schools across mainstream and SEN primary and secondary; and 1 FE college 

participated in activities overall, engaging with 1,454 students. 

• 267 audience members attend 4 film screenings.  

• 4 artists/ organisations were commissioned to create flags and banners for AstleyFest 

• 96% of audience members feedback that they have learnt about heritage/Astley and 95% 

had an enjoyable experience.  
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16,600 people attended the exhibition Philip Astley: His Life and Legacy at The Brampton 

Museum and Art Gallery with an additional 100 attending the opening. 

Philip Astley: His Life and Legacy 

  

Images of The Philip Astley Exhibition at the Brampton Museum and Art Gallery 

The free 12-week exhibition included circus prints, posters and costumes with objects on loan 

from the V&A Museum’s Theatre and Performance Collection on public view in Staffordshire for 

the first time. Visitors were introduced to Astley’s life and how his career influenced later 

developments in the performing arts up to the present day supporting by new research from 

the Museum Archive group. 

Visitor Comments 

Exhibition 

‘Loved the original facsimile documents - the film - excellent!’ 

‘I loved the dressing up and the mini circus’ 

‘This is an excellent exhibition. Well laid out, well presented, informative and 

educational.’ 

‘I particularly liked the paintings and the info board about Philips life's and 

Newcastle's history as I don't know much about that period of Newcastle's 

History.’ 

‘Not being born in N staffs but having lived here for over 50 years - I am still 

learning. This is an ideal subject for this museum. The input by all concerned is 

greatly appreciated.’ 

‘Interesting to learn about his every-day life and the local connection. Thought it 

was interesting how it was weaved into the history of Newcastle.’ 
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‘A lot of work has gone into the exhibition, its a shame it was so noisy while the 

film was running, it did hinder our knowledge.’ 

‘A wonderful window on 18th century life.’ 

Philip Astley impact 

‘I heard of Philip Astley through reading earlier this year. Suddenly - He's 

everywhere! There were theatre performances, statues and exhibitions! 

Fascinating! I can't believe I'd never heard of such a charitable local character 

before now.’ 

‘I was aware of the celebration through connection with the New Vic, but knew 

very little about Astley. Well assembled exhibition - very informative. Whetted 

my appetite for this afternoons activities and for the New Vic performance next 

week.’ 

‘The council should encourage people more with exhibitions like this one, 

especially about local people. I did not know about Philip Astley until now (I am 

40!)’ 

Full literals are in Appendix iii. 

 

Exhibition attenders - Demographics 

• Overall 68% of family respondents were female and 32% male. 

• The age profile were more line with the film audiences overall. The highest 

proportion of respondents 37% of audiences were aged 65 and over. 45-54 year 

olds were the second highest group (19%) and 55-64 years the third largest 

(14%). 13% of audiences were aged between 35-44. The smallest groups of 

respondents were aged 25-34 (8%) and 16-24 (4%). 

• 76% of survey respondents didn’t have day-to-day limiting activity, health 

problem or disability. 21% were limited a little and 3% limited a lot. 

• Overall the majority of attenders would describe themselves as White (92%). 

White British (55%); White English (34%); White Welsh (1%); White Scottish (1%) 

and 1% White Other. 1% of attenders were Arab; 1% Asian English; 1% Asian 

Welsh; 1% Indian; 1% Black Scottish. 

Awareness of Astley 

• 60% of attenders hadn’t previously been to a Philip Astley event before. 40% 

had previously attended at Philip Asltey event.  
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• Exhibition attenders knowledge of Philip Astley significantly increased with: 

29% indicating initially that they hadn’t heard of him or had heard of him, but 

didn’t know anything (no to low awareness); 62% indicated that they knew a 

little or had some knowledge (mid awareness) and 8% knew a lot or had 

extensive knowledge (high awareness). Following the events, awareness and 

knowledge increased with only: 7% still indicated that they hadn’t heard of him 

or had heard of him but didn’t know anything; 56% indicating that they knew a 

little or had some knowledge and 37% now indicating that they knew a lot or 

had extensive knowledge. This indicates that the exhibition attenders all 

increased their knowledge to the higher knowledge awareness segment of 

Philip Astley. 

• 32% of respondents indicated that they would be Very Likely to share their 

knowledge about Astley with others (51% overall); 36% were somewhat likely; 

20% were neutral; 7% were unlikely and 6% were very unlikely. Overall 

although still a positive outcome, it is less positive overall than responses to 

talks, film etc. 

Event experience 

• 53% of respondents indicated that they found the event Very Enjoyable; 34% 

Somewhat Enjoyable; 10% Neutral, 1% Not enjoyable and 1% Not enjoyable at 

all. 

Exhibition Attenders 

Who attended? 

What best describes your gender? 

  

Base: 81 respondents 

 

32%

68%

Male

Female
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What is your age? 

 

 

Base: 79 respondents 

Are your day-to-day activities limited because of a health problem or disability which has 

lasted, or is expected to last, at least 12 months? 

 

Base:68 respondents 

What is your ethnic group? 

 

*NB: The full list of answer codes are not included in the chart only the ethnicities that respondents identified with 

Base: 74 respondents 
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Previous awareness and knowledge of Philip Astley 

Prior to and following today’s event, how would you rate your knowledge about Philip Astley? 

 

Base: 89 /87 respondents 

How likely would you be to share your knowledge about Philip Astley with others? 

 
Base: 87 respondents 

 

 

 

 

 

21%
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31% 31%
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Experience and impact of attending Philip Astley event 

How would you rate your enjoyment of this event? 

 

Base: 86 respondents 

 

Astley Fest 

    

 

   

Pictures from AstleyFest 4th August 2018 Lyme Valley Park 
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10%

1% 1%
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at all
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AstleyFest was a free daytime festival which took place at Lyme Valley Park it attracted an 

estimated 8,000 attenders during the day. AstleyFest included circus performances, horse 

shows, military displays, hands-on activities and a performance by community company 

performers of a new play by the New Vic Roll up, Roll up. The event also included community 

stallholders, and food and drink vendors.  

It was produced by Appetite, an Arts Council Creative People and Places programme. 

Participants said: 

‘Discovered the park. Nice events that bring communities together’ 

‘Already thought it had great heritage, this just adds to it.’ 

‘Fantastic that the council jointly and national lottery have funded events this 

summer.’ 

‘I already had a strong respect for the culture and heritage of the area, but this 

has redoubled my good opinion.’ 

‘A bit of all sorts something for everyone, you can join in or just watch’ 

Homecoming at Night 

Following the popular The Homecoming daytime programme of circus in Newcastle town 

centre, this was the first time the programme has extended into the evening in bars across the 

town. Four circus acts performed including world record yo-yo-er, rappers, and jugglers. 

     

Performance and audience responses at Bar Social at Homecoming at Night 
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Audiences at Yates Wine Bar enjoyed a performance at Homecoming at Night 

   

Yo-yo artist performing at Capello Lounge (L) and The Kiln (R) 

 

Audiences said: 

‘This is the first time to Homecoming and Newcastle under Lyme, first time to 
the whole event came just for it. Will come again as well as to other local 
events. Fab, thanks’ 
 
‘Really good fun. The artists didn't always succeed but played it off with skill 
and charisma.’ 
 
‘Listened to the Kazzum and his random wrapping. Entertaining with unique 
attire. More events in one place.’ 
 
‘It's great to have something at night for those that work in the day to enjoy. 
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Family Audiences - Demographics 

• Overall 65% of family respondents were Female and 35% Male. 

• The age profile was young overall with the highest proportion of respondents 

25% of audiences were aged 25-34. 16-24 year olds were the second highest 

group (19%) and 35-44 years the third largest (17%). 14% of audiences were 

aged between 45-54 & 65 and over. The smallest group of respondents were 

aged 55-65 (9%). 

• 85% of survey respondents didn’t have day-to-day limiting activity, health 

problem or disability. 10% were limited a little and 5% limited a lot. 

• The family and community audiences were the most diverse overall. Overall 

the majority of attenders would describe themselves as White. White British 

(76%); White English (11%); 3% of respondents were White and Black Caribbean; 

2% Asian Caribbean; 2% Black British; 2% Arab; 1% Indian; 1% Pakistani 1% 

Caribbean.  

Awareness of Astley 

• 61% of attenders hadn’t previously been to a Philip Astley event before. 39% 

had previously attended.  

• Family and Community audiences knowledge of Philip Astley significantly 

increased with: 46% indicating initially that they hadn’t heard of him or had 

heard of him, but didn’t know anything (no to low awareness); 46% indicated 

that they knew a little or had some knowledge (mid awareness) and 7% knew a 

lot or had extensive knowledge (high awareness). Following the events, 

awareness and knowledge increased with only: 27% indicating that they still 

hadn’t heard of him or had heard of him but didn’t know anything; 52% 

indicating that they knew a little or had some knowledge and 21% now 

indicating that they knew a lot or had extensive knowledge. This indicates that 

the family and community programme on the whole increased attenders 

knowledge of Philip Astley but to a lesser extent than that of the film 

programme. 

• 45% of respondents indicated that they would be Very Likely to share their 

knowledge about Astley with others (51% overall); 24% were somewhat likely; 

10% were neutral; 7% were unlikely and 7% were very unlikely.  
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Event experience 

• 62% of respondents indicated that they found the event Very Enjoyable; 33% 

Somewhat Enjoyable and 3% Neutral. 2% of respondents rated the event 

experience as Not Enjoyable. This was a lower rating when compared to the 

overall analysis. 

Impact on place 

• 86% agreed to strongly agreed that events like these made them think of 

‘Newcastle-under-Lyme as more of a Cultural Destination than I thought 

before’. (89% overall) 

• 83% agreed or strongly agreed that events like these made ‘Newcastle under 

Lyme a better place to live, study and/or work.’ (90% overall) 

• 85% agreed or strongly agreed that events like these made them ‘Understand 

more about circus arts and heritage’. (85% overall) 

• 83% agreed or strongly agreed that events like these made them ‘Feel more 

proud of Philip Astley’. (85% overall) 

• 45% of attenders indicated that the event had changed their perception of 

Newcastle-under-Lyme (53% overall). 55% didn’t think the event had changed 

their perception of Newcastle-under-Lyme. 

Future Legacy 

• 84% of respondents agreed to strongly agreed that by attending a Philip Astley 

event they were ‘likely to visit circus arts and heritage events/activities in the 

future’. (84% overall) 

• 49% agreed to strongly agreed that by attending it had inspired them to do 

something. (71% overall) 

• Overall the most popular ideas of future events were: Performances (75%) 

Exhibitions (33%); Workshops (42%); Family Activities (45%) and Installations 

(18%). 18% would be interested in Circus School activities and 6% School 

Workshops. Other ideas are included in the overall results. 
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Family and Community Attenders 

Who attended? 

What best describes your gender? 

  

Base: 89 respondents 

 

What is your age? 

 

 

Base: 128 respondents 

 

Are your day-to-day activities limited because of a health problem or disability which has 

lasted, or is expected to last, at least 12 months? 

 

Base:81 respondents 
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What is your ethnic group? 

 

*NB: The full list of answer codes are not included in the chart only the ethnicities that respondents identified with 

Base: 90 respondents 

Previous awareness and knowledge of Philip Astley 

 

Have you attended a Philip Astley event before? 

 

Base: 89 respondents 

 

Prior to and following today’s event, how would you rate your knowledge about Philip Astley? 

 

Base: 97 /140 respondents 
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How likely would you be to share your knowledge about Philip Astley with others? 

 
Base: 95 respondents 

Experience and impact of attending Philip Astley event 

How would you rate your enjoyment of this event? 

 

Base: 139 respondents 

Have your perceptions about Newcastle-under-Lyme changed after attending today’s event? 

 

Base: 91 respondents 
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As a result of this event or activity, to what extent do you agree with the following 

statements? 

 

Base: 93 / 95/ 95/ 92 respondents 

Future attendance 

As a result of this event or activity, to what extent do you agree with the following 

statements? 

 

Base: 84 / 78 respondents 

Do you have any ideas about the kinds of circus arts and heritage events/activities you would 

be interest in the future? 

 

Base: 79 respondents 
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Comments – family and community 

Place 

It's great to have something at night for those that work in the day to enjoy 

Nice day to get out and about in the sun and watch some entertainment, also learn about local 

people 

 

Content/ Programme 

This is the first time to Homecoming and Newcastle under Lyme, first time to the 

whole event came just for it.Will come again as well as to other local events. 

Fab, thanks 

Came to watch the football, enjoyable performance 

Great day out for kids, lots going on and good way to involve community in 

research 

just being out and about - sun, lots of families being engaged. Good to see where 

the funding (HLF) goes. 

Seeing the horses, Coldstream guards - all the different stalls and info leaflets of 

things to do. 

Didn't see many of the 'walkabout' events The curtain riser didn't happen at the 

1pm show, sound was poor, need microphone 

Lots of different things. Educational 

Well put together, area is ideal, only lacking thing, no clowns. It is the week of 

clowns! 

A bit of all sorts something for everyone, you can join in or just watch plenty to 

do. 

 

Skills 

Learning circus tricks was very fun and interesting 

Enjoyed learning about the circus and being taught different circus skills 

We learnt a lot about the magician and the circus skills were fun 

We had a good introduction into circus and able to try some of the performances 

e.g. plate spinning 

Very well organised and good to be a part of a team. Met some new people and 

to join Mary Keith's choirs at Keele in September. 
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Local History Talks 

The local history talks were a combination of booked talks by local societies and groups and 

public talks. The talks featured most prominently at the start of the programme (Nov 2017– Feb 

2018) and with additional talks featured alongside the exhibition at the Brampton Museum and 

Art Gallery in May/June. 

The speaker in most instances was volunteer steering group member Andrew Van Buren. 

Andrew brought his performance skills to the talks and aimed to tailor the content to the 

interest of the group. When talking to a local history society, the use of images from variety 

and entertainment industry generated a positive response with much reminiscence about 

visiting the circus as children. Andrew introduced his own story and that of his family for 

context in some or all cases, drawing the parallels of Astley’s life with that of his father. In 

most instances this was well received, although occasionally visitors did comment on their 

desire know more about Astley. 

As primary research was underway at the time of the talks, additional content was added 

building on recent findings. At Keele University friends group talk, fellow archive sub group 

members introduced recent facts about Astley to a small audience.  

Comments - talks attenders 

Content 

‘Very informative about someone and something I'd never even considered.’ 

‘The speaker was interesting and clearly understood. Obviously wanting the best 

for Newcastle and to make Phillip Astley more known.’ 

‘Good speaker, knowledgeable and made it interesting. Had enthusiasm , 

passionate about Phillip Astley and keen to spread knowledge about him.’ 

‘I already have a strong interest in history so to hear an account of a world 

famous figure from our area was an enjoyable evening for me.’ 

‘Lots of artefacts to view. The host of the event is very knowledgeable. Excellent 

presentations of Philip Astley's collection.’ 

‘Lovely to hear the anecdotal stories and family feeling the circus was about 

Great footage and genuinely amusing people on stage with interesting/funny 

anecdotes.’ 

‘Good clips, jokes, anecdotes plus a new appreciation of traditional circus and a 

desire to support and revive it in 2018.’ 

‘I would have liked to learn more about Philip Astley.’ 
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Pride 

‘Any opportunity to give Newcastle positive publicity by celebrating important 

people from the town.’ 

‘Just a day that makes me happy and proud to live in the area. An absolute 

pleasure.’ 

 

Inspiring research 

‘I found the talk very interesting and has furthered my interest in following my 

family history (I believe I am somewhat related to Philip Astley).’ 

 

Talks attenders - Demographics 

• Overall 59% of family respondents were male and 41% Female. 

• The age profile were more line with the film audiences overall. The highest 

proportion of respondents 40% of audiences were aged 65 and over. 55-64 year 

olds were the second highest group (22%) and 45-54years the third largest 

(19%). 10% of audiences were aged between 35-44. The smallest groups of 

respondents were aged 25-34 (5%) and 16-24 (4%). 

• 90% of survey respondents didn’t have day-to-day limiting activity, health 

problem or disability. 9% were limited a little and 1% limited a lot. 

• The three most prominent Audience Spectrum segments are, Trips & Treats, 

Dormitory Dependables and Home & Heritage.  66% of all audience members 

belong to one of these three groups. With Trips and Treats representing 24% 

Dormitory Dependables 23%; and Home & Heritage representing 19%.  

• The most over-represented segments amongst the talks audience are Trips and 

Treats (24% in your audience compared to 20% the West Midlands population); 

Dormitory Dependables (23% compared to 14% in the West Midlands population) 

and Home and Heritage (19% compared to 10% in the West Midlands 

population). All these segments in Audience Spectrum are middle engaged 

arts/cultural attenders. Commerland Culturebuffs a high engaging segment 

were also slightly overrepresented (12% compared to 11% in the West 

Midlands). This is the only instance of higher engaging segments being 

overrepresented indicating a slightly different audience profile type for talks. 

• Overall the majority of attenders would describe themselves as White (97%). 

White British (59%); White English (30%); White Welsh (4%); White Scottish (3%) 
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and White other (1%). 2% of attenders were Black Other and 1% White and 

Black Caribbean. 

Awareness of Astley 

• 60% of attenders hadn’t previously been to a Philip Astley event before. 40% 

had previously attended at Philip Asltey event.  

• Talks attenders knowledge of Philip Astley significantly increased with: 21% 

indicating initially that they hadn’t heard of him or had heard of him, but 

didn’t know anything (no to low awareness); 60% indicated that they knew a 

little or had some knowledge (mid awareness) and 19% knew a lot or had 

extensive knowledge (high awareness). Following the events, awareness and 

knowledge increased with only: no one indicating that they still hadn’t heard 

of him or had heard of him but didn’t know anything; 42% indicating that they 

knew a little or had some knowledge and 58% now indicating that they knew a 

lot or had extensive knowledge. This indicates that the talks attenders 

significantly increased attenders knowledge of Philip Astley. 

• 69% of respondents indicated that they would be Very Likely to share their 

knowledge about Astley with others (51% overall); 20% were somewhat likely; 

6% were neutral; 2% were unlikely and 3% were very unlikely.  

Event experience 

• 88% of respondents indicated that they found the event Very Enjoyable; 11% 

Somewhat Enjoyable and 1% Neutral. No respondents rated the event as Not 

Enojoyable. 

Impact on place 

• 100% of survey respondents agreed to strongly agreed that events like these 

made them ‘Feel a strong connection to Newcastle-under-Lyme.’ (83% overall) 

• 97% agreed to strongly agreed that events like these made them think of 

‘Newcastle-under-Lyme as more of a Cultural Destination than I thought 

before’. (89% overall) 

• 98% agreed or strongly agreed that events like these made ‘Newcastle under 

Lyme a better place to live, study and/or work.’ (90% overall) 

• 98% agreed or strongly agreed that events like these made them ‘Understand 

more about circus arts and heritage’. (85% overall) 
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• 91% agreed or strongly agreed that events like these made them ‘Feel more 

proud of Philip Astley’. (85% overall) 

• 59% of attenders indicated that the event had changed their perception of 

Newcastle-under-Lyme (53% overall). 41% didn’t think the event had changed 

their perception of Newcastle-under-Lyme. 

• Overall Talks attenders rated higher overall for responses to place based 

impact. 

Future Legacy 

• 84% of respondents agreed to strongly agreed that by attending a Philip Astley 

event they were ‘likely to visit circus arts and heritage events/activities in the 

future’. (84% overall) 

• 75% agreed to strongly agreed that by attending it had inspired them to do 

something. (71% overall) 

• Overall the most popular ideas of future events were: Performances (73%) 

Exhibitions (56%); Workshops (29%); Family Activities (29%) and Installations 

(29%). 18% would be interested in Circus School activities and 11% School 

Workshops. Other ideas are included in the overall results. 

 

Talks Audiences 

Who attended? 

What best describes your gender? 

  

Base: 104 respondents 

 

 

 

59%

41% Male

Female
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What is your age? 

 

 

Base: 103 respondents 

 

Are your day-to-day activities limited because of a health problem or disability which has 

lasted, or is expected to last, at least 12 months? 

 

Base:101 respondents 
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What is your ethnic group? 

 

 

*NB: The full list of answer codes are not included in the chart only the ethnicities that respondents identified with 

Base: 100 respondents 

 

Audience Spectrum profile 

Segment name 
Philip Astley Talks Audience 

West Midlands Index 
Count % 

Metroculturals 0 0% 0% 0 

Commuterland Culturebuffs 10 12% 11% 110 

Experience Seekers 3 4% 5% 72 

Dormitory Dependables 19 23% 14% 159 

Trips & Treats 20 24% 20% 121 

Home & Heritage 16 19% 10% 182 

Up Our Street 9 11% 10% 106 

Facebook Families 7 8% 16% 51 

Kaleidoscope Creativity 0 0% 8% 0 

Heydays 0 0% 5% 0 

Base 84 4,742,248  
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Previous awareness and knowledge of Philip Astley 

Have you attended a Philip Astley event before? 

 

Base: 53 respondents 
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Prior to and following today’s event, how would you rate your knowledge about Philip Astley? 

 

Base: 108 /105 respondents 

(If your knowledge has increased) What have you learnt about Philip Astley? 

 

Base: 39 respondents 
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How likely would you be to share your knowledge about Philip Astley with others? 

 
Base: 108 respondents 

Experience and impact of attending Philip Astley event 

How would you rate your enjoyment of this event? 

 

Base: 106 respondents 

 

As a result of this event or activity, to what extent do you agree with the following 

statements? 
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Base: 53 / 56/ 55/ 56/ 3 respondents 

 

 

Have your perceptions about Newcastle-under-Lyme changed after attending today’s event? 

 

Base: 104 respondents 
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Future attendance 

As a result of this event or activity, to what extent do you agree with the following 

statements? 

 

Base: 50 / 39 respondents 

 

Do you have any ideas about the kinds of circus arts and heritage events/activities you would 

be interest in the future? 

 

Base: 45 respondents 
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Film Audiences 

The film programme was run from Staffordshire Film Theatre a well-established Wednesday 

free film screening programmed and hosted by Dr Ray Johnson. The programme has a core of 

regular attenders. Films included: The Greatest Show on Earth (1952), La Strada (1957), The 

Circus (1928) & The Van Buren story a documentary drawn from archival material. 

The following summary relates to the outcomes captured from respondents to the audience 

survey for the film programme strand. 

 

Comments – Film 

‘Interested in getting NUL known more widely.’ 

‘Interesting informative funny - link to local area.’ 

‘Good local history’ 

‘Didn't realise how important Van Buren family were in circus and entertainment’ 

‘Informative entertaining educational - trying to raise the profile’ 

‘Thoroughly enjoyed the film. Learnt more about Philip Astley and camera 

techniques used in 'the circus'. 

‘Local event and its FREE’ 

‘I was not aware of Philip Astley and the film introduced me to the breadth of 

Chaplin.’ 

‘You never stop learning, Newcastle should be proud of its heritage.’ 
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Film Audiences - Demographics 

• The profile of the film audience differs from that of the overall, with a larger 

proportion of attender make (67%) with 33% female. 

• Attenders are also older with 85% aged over 55; with 65% aged 65 and over. 

• A larger proportion of the audience would describe themselves as having a 

disability or life limiting condition – with 23% were limited a little and 2% 

limited a lot. 

• 100% of attenders described themselves as White, with 72% White British, 24% 

White English and 4% White Welsh. 

• The three most prominent Audience Spectrum segments are, Dormitory 

Dependables, Home & Heritage and Up Out Street.  56% of all audience 

members belong to one of these three groups. With Dormitory Dependables 

representing 31%; Home and Heritage 13% and Up Our Street 12%. 

• The most over-represented segments amongst your audience are Dormitory 

Dependables (31% in your audience compared to 14% the West Midlands 

population) and Home & Heritage (13% compared to 10% in the West Midlands 

population). All these segments in Audience Spectrum are middle engaged 

arts/cultural attenders. 

Awareness of Astley 

• 61% of attenders hadn’t previously been to a Philip Astley event before. 39% 

had previously attended.  

• Film attenders knowledge of Philip Astley significantly increased with: 

29% indicating initially that they hadn’t heard of him or had heard of him, but 

didn’t know anything (no to low awareness); 57% indicated that they knew a 

little or had some knowledge (mid awareness) and 15% knew a lot or had 

extensive knowledge (high awareness). Following the event, awareness and 

knowledge increased with only: 9% indicating that they still hadn’t heard of 

him or had heard of him but didn’t know anything; 62% indicating that they 

knew a little or had some knowledge and 29% now indicating that they knew a 

lot or had extensive knowledge. This indicates that the film programme on the 

whole increased attenders knowledge of Philip Astley.  
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• A larger proportion (79%) of film attenders indicated that they would be Very 

Likely to share their knowledge about Astley with others when compared to 

the overall (51%). 

Event experience 

• 87% of respondents indicated that they found the event Very Enjoyable; 10% 

Somewhat Enjoyable and 4% Neutral. No respondents to the survey rated their 

event experience as Poor / Very Poor. 

Impact on place 

• 100% of survey respondents agreed to strongly agreed that events like these 

made them ‘Feel a strong connection to Newcastle-under-Lyme.’ (83% overall) 

• 85% agreed to strongly agreed that events like these made them think of 

‘Newcastle-under-Lyme as more of a Cultural Destination than I thought 

before’ (89% overall) 

• 83% agreed or strongly agreed that events like these made ‘Newcastle under 

Lyme a better place to live, study and/or work.’ (90% overall) 

• 89% agreed or strongly agreed that events like these made them ‘Understand 

more about circus arts and heritage’. (90% overall) 

• 77% agreed or strongly agreed that events like these made them ‘Feel more 

proud of Philip Astley’. (85% overall) 

• 35% of attenders indicated that the event had changed their perception of 

Newcastle-under-Lyme. (53% overall) 

Future Legacy 

• 82% of respondents agreed to strongly agreed that by attending a Philip Astley 

event they were ‘likely to visit circus arts and heritage events/activities in the 

future’. (84% overall) 

• 64% agreed to strongly agreed that by attending it had inspired them to do 

something. (71% overall) 

• Overall the most popular ideas of future events were: Performances (63%) 

Exhibitions (60%); Workshops (18%); Family Activities (18%) and Installations 

(23%). 8% would be interested in Circus School activities and 8% School 

Workshops.  
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Films Audience 

Who attended? 

What best describes your gender? 

  

Base: 55 respondents 

What is your age? 

 

 

Base: 51 respondents 

Are your day-to-day activities limited because of a health problem or disability which has 

lasted, or is expected to last, at least 12 months? 

 

Base:53 respondents 
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What is your ethnic group? 

 

*NB: The full list of answer codes are not included in the chart only the ethnicities that respondents identified with 

Base: 46 respondents 

 

Audience Spectrum profile 

Segment name 
Philip Astley Films Audience 

West Midlands Index 
Count % 

Metroculturals 0 0% 0% 0 

Commuterland Culturebuffs 4 5% 11% 49 

Experience Seekers 3 4% 5% 81 

Dormitory Dependables 23 31% 14% 215 

Trips & Treats 16 21% 20% 109 

Home & Heritage 10 13% 10% 127 

Up Our Street 9 12% 10% 118 

Facebook Families 7 9% 16% 57 

Kaleidoscope Creativity 1 1% 8% 17 

Heydays 2 3% 5% 49 

Base 75 4,742,248  
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Previous awareness and knowledge of Philip Astley 

Have you attended a Philip Astley event before? 

 

Base: 105 respondents 
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Prior to and following today’s event, how would you rate your knowledge about Philip Astley? 

 

Base: 62 /62 respondents 

 

How likely would you be to share your knowledge about Philip Astley with others? 

 
Base: 57 respondents 
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Experience and impact of attending Philip Astley event 

How would you rate your enjoyment of this event? 

 

Base: 108 respondents 

 

 

As a result of this event or activity, to what extent do you agree with the following 

statements? 

 

Base: 56 / 59/ 59/ 59/ 3 respondents 
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Have your perceptions about Newcastle-under-Lyme changed after attending today’s event? 

 

Base: 57 respondents 

Future attendance 

As a result of this event or activity, to what extent do you agree with the following 

statements? 

 

Base: 46 / 42 respondents 

 

Do you have any ideas about the kinds of circus arts and heritage events/activities you would 

be interest in the future? 

 

Base: 40 respondents 
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Schools and Education 

The schools and educational programme were a key activity in the overall project. These 

sessions were considered participatory and in the most part included a talk and activity or 

demonstration such as circus skills. The events were delivered to a broad age range (primary 

school to FE/HE) and across abilities. This included the delivery in school / special group 

session talks and workshops, a term-based residency at partner Newcastle-under-Lyme College  

working with students to train them in circus skills and produce a show and in talks with 

Journalism Students at Staffordshire University.  

The content for each of these sessions was delivered by Andrew Van Buren and designed to 

meet the requirements of students and learners and their overall capabilities. 

   

Performance students from Newcastle-under-Lyme College, and pupils watching a circus arts 

demonstration at school 

This also included training library staff and local education providers in delivery of a specialist 

literary and drama workshop in partnership with the New Vic. This Train the Trainer event 

aimed to enable facilitators to pass on knowledge about Astley to schools and learners. 

The steering group also supported two competitions with schools. The first linked to Britain in 

Bloom where 24 schools entered a competition which received 1,040 entries.  

The second was a poetry competition with 2 schools and 55 entries.  

Overall 30 schools across mainstream and SEN primary and secondary; and 1 FE college 

participated in activities overall, engaging with 1,454 students. 
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Entrants for the In Bloom competition (L) and winner with Andrew Van Buren and Cllr XXXXX 

       

Winner of the poetry competition with poem with Andrew Van Buren. 

The responses captured here included several data collection methods – where possible they 

have been consolidated to report overall. Due to the age range of participants no demographic 

data was collected.  
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Comments – Schools and education 

Comments from students 

‘It's very interactive.’ 

‘Because I liked the plate spinning, juggling and especially the hula hoops.’ 

‘It had been fun being outdoors doing fun activities. I wouldn't do this otherwise 

with friends.’ 

‘It was a really nice environment.’ 

‘I liked what we did.’ 

‘I enjoyed learning how to do some circus stuff and had fun with my friends.’ 

‘No written work and the sun.’ 

‘I enjoyed the interactivity.’ 

‘It was fun to do and learn.’ 

‘It was fun but I kept getting annoyed when I dropped them.’ 

‘I found it somewhat enjoyable as we could get involved but it was slightly 

irritating when the plate wouldn't balance on the stick.’ 

Comments from teachers / Train the trainer 

‘Provided us with tips on adding props and drama to increase the impact of story 

telling to children.’ 

‘The whole experience was informative and fun in approach which made the 

session enjoyable and very beneficial.’ 

‘I feel that I have learned a skill that has need to put into practice. Thank you 

for sharing your expertise.’ 

‘Good to pass on this knowledge and help children have a better understanding 

and appreciation of our local heritage.’ 

‘Very informative.’ 

‘Fun and great ideas.’ 

‘It was a safe and encouraging space to explore new ways of working.’ 
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‘The activities were fun and were all about teamwork which personally is more 

comfortable for me. Some great ideas to take away that children will love.’ 

‘I just wanted to thank Andrew for such a great assembly.  We all thoroughly 

enjoyed it and it perfectly enhanced our current work on Phillip Astley.’ 

 

Feedback suggests that younger children seem to recall more dramatic events in Astley’s life 

such as the fire in his amphitheatre, the tricks performed on horses and the battles he fought, 

but this is balanced with his family life, including wife and son. The fairy tale quality of his 

story seems to greatly appeal to younger children. 

Newcastle-under-Lyme College 

Most recently engagement with students aged 16+ through a circus skills school resulted in 

their performance and participation in the World Juggling Tour project organised by the 

Federation Mondiale du Cirque in Monte Carlo. The students who participated from the 

National Diploma Level 2 & 3 Dance course at Newcastle College enjoyed this unique 

experience along with students across the globe. 

When asked about how important the heritage of circus of Newcastle-under-Lyme was for 

them, all the students unanimously agreed that understanding the context for why they were 

learning circus skills was very important. The skills they developed went far beyond their 

standard dance training, with the introduction of props and choreography which was more 

specialised. 

One of the participants indicated that this experience had made her consider the options for 

career opportunities in Circus and had indicated an interest in work experience in the field. 

Many of the students also indicated that they had worked over and above their usual practice, 

taking props home and staying extra hours to rehearse. The students appreciated the 

additional responsibility they were given by showing commitment to the process, it made them 

feel ‘proud’ of their experience. 

All participants interviewed as part of the World Juggling Tour performance agreed that future 

students at the College’s Performing Arts School should have the opportunity to engage with 

Circus skills and that this would help embed Philip Astley’s story locally. They particularly 

valued being taught by an industry professional and felt this should be extended to others in 

the future. 
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Schools and education participants - Awareness of Astley 

• 91% of attenders hadn’t previously been to a Philip Astley event before. 9% had 

previously attended at Philip Asltey event.  

• 99% of respondents indicated that they now knew more about Philip Astley by 

participating. 

• Schools/ education participants knowledge of Philip Astley significantly 

increased with: 58% indicating initially that they hadn’t heard of him or had 

heard of him but didn’t know anything (no to low awareness); 38% indicated 

that they knew a little or had some knowledge (mid awareness) and 4% knew a 

lot or had extensive knowledge (high awareness). Following the events, 

awareness and knowledge increased with only: 10% still indicated that they 

hadn’t heard of him or had heard of him but didn’t know anything; 65% 

indicating that they knew a little or had some knowledge and 24% now 

indicating that they knew a lot or had extensive knowledge. This indicates that 

the schools/education participants all slightly increased their knowledge of 

Philip Astley. 

• 7% of respondents indicated that they would be Very Likely to share their 

knowledge about Astley with others (51% overall); 30% were somewhat likely; 

35% were neutral; 7% were unlikely and 11% were very unlikely.  

Event experience 

• 47% of respondents indicated that they found the event Very Enjoyable; 38% 

Somewhat Enjoyable; 9% Neutral; 4% not enjoyable and 3% not enjoyable at 

all.  

• Younger participants were asked how ‘happy’ the event made them feel. With 

65% Extremely Happy 8% Happy; 26% Very Happy and 1% unhappy.  

Impact on place 

Older participants (over 14s) were asked to respond to the questions around place and 

future plans. 

• 78% agreed to strongly agreed that events like these made them think of 

‘Newcastle-under-Lyme as more of a Cultural Destination than I thought 

before’. (89% overall) 
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• 79% agreed or strongly agreed that events like these made ‘Newcastle under 

Lyme a better place to live, study and/or work.’ (90% overall) 

• 80% agreed or strongly agreed that events like these made them ‘Understand 

more about circus arts and heritage’. (85% overall) 

69% agreed or strongly agreed that events like these made them ‘Feel more 

proud of Philip Astley’. (85% overall) 

• 46% of attenders indicated that the event had changed their perception of 

Newcastle-under-Lyme (53% overall). 54% didn’t think the event had changed 

their perception of Newcastle-under-Lyme. 

Future Legacy 

• 62% of respondents agreed to strongly agreed that by attending a Philip Astley 

event they were ‘likely to visit circus arts and heritage events/activities in the 

future’. (84% overall) 

• 48% agreed to strongly agreed that by attending it had inspired them to do 

something. (71% overall) 

• Overall the most popular ideas of future events were: Performances (72%) 

Exhibitions (36%); Workshops (42%); Family Activities (38%) and Installations 

(27%). 39% would be interested in Circus School activities and 36% School 

Workshops.  

Key learning outcomes 

The monitoring forms captured the key aspects of the Astley Story which the students 

remembered. This differed widely across age ranges. The key themes students 

recalled were: 

Circus; War; Horses; Newcastle-under-Lyme 

Students successfully recalled different aspects of the story indicating that the variety 

of themes and Astley life has broad appeal. These included: 

His time in the military 

The role of his wife 

His role as in inventor 

Where he was from 
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Schools and Education Participants 

 

Previous awareness and knowledge of Philip Astley 

Have you attended a Philip Astley event before? 

 

Base: 109 respondents 

 

 

Prior to and following today’s event, how would you rate your knowledge about Philip Astley? 

 

Base: 120 /118 respondents 
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(If your knowledge has increased) What have you learnt about Philip Astley? 

 

Base: 89 respondents 

 

Do you know more about Philip Astley? 

 

 

Base: 164 respondents 
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Yes
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What was the most interesting part of the story? 

 

Base: 165 respondents 

 

How likely would you be to share your knowledge about Philip Astley with others? 

 
Base: 105 respondents 
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Experience and impact of attending Philip Astley event 

 

How would you rate your enjoyment of this event? 

 

Base: 111 respondents 

 

Did you enjoy this event? 

 

Base: 168 respondents 

 

As a result of this event or activity, to what extent do you agree with the following 

statements? 

 

Base: 113 / 118/ 116/ 116/ respondents 
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Have your perceptions about Newcastle-under-Lyme changed after attending today’s event? 

 

Base: 112 respondents 

 

Future attendance 

As a result of this event or activity, to what extent do you agree with the following 

statements? 

 

Base: 100/ 98 respondents 

 

Do you have any ideas about the kinds of circus arts and heritage events/activities you would 

be interest in the future? 

 

Base: 89 respondents 
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The Philip Astley Heritage Trail 

Linked to Britain in Bloom artists Grega Greeves worked with students from Newcastle College 

BTEC Art & Design students Circus Art to create new work which was then displayed in the 

empty town shop windows, along with displays from ‘The Cultural Squatters’ café and social 

hub.  

Made possible by Amy Williams and the Business Improvement District. This allowed any empty 

shop windows to be decorated with circus scenes and posters of clowns, wild animals, Philip 

Astley and other various images from the history of circus, interpreted into contemporary 

styles. The town trail was downloaded from the Philip Astley website 227 times. It was also 

printed and distributed around the town centre. 

Additional formal town tours formed part of the Heritage Open Day event which had 12 visitors 

take a tour of the town with Andrew Van Buren ending in the library. They also got to meet 

students who produced the artwork during the tour. 

 

  

Images from the town trail which students from Newcastle under Lyme college in the windows 

Artist Grega Greaves also produced a popular addition to the tour with 250 painted stones 

showing images of clown faces, plus the Philip Astley Project logo, hidden around the town.  
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Although not outcomes of this funded programme, additional activity should be considered as 

part of the town trail includes a new statue and subway art. 

 

   

Steering group members unveiling the statue. Subway art featuring Philip Astley against a backdrop of 

No Fit State Circus. 

The installation of the UK’s first permanent monument to Philip Astley was designed by 

Candida Kelsall, and funded by The Realise Foundation, on Aspire Housing land and built by a 

PM Training’s apprentice. This was followed by a second in Silverdale later in the year. 
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Other activities 

The steering group delivered their Activity Plan with success, as with any larger scale projects 

additional opportunities and partnerships emerged organically. And the project had a several 

significant outputs which were not accounted for in the initial Activity Plan. 

International impact 

Alongside international media and press coverage, there were a several of significant 

international activities.  

A commemorative plaque was launched in Monte Carlo, organised by ‘Federation Mondiale du 

Cirque’. Andrew Van Buren attended the Monte Carlo Circus Festival to present a talk about 

the Philip Astley Project, he was invited to take part in an unveiling of a Philip Astley plaque by 

HSH Prince Albert and Princess Stephanie ‘to Philip Astley and the 250th anniversary of circus’, 

which is situated next to the big top entrance in Monte Carlo. 

 

Andrew Van Buren with HSH Prince Albert and Princess Stephanie 

Newcastle-under-Lyme was also invited to host the closing ceremony of the ‘World Juggling 

Tour’. Organised by Federation Mondiale du Cirque, a set of specially commissioned juggling 

clubs were launched in February on their global journey from Monte Carlo’s New Generation 

Circus Festival - they travelled over 98,000 km, visiting 16 countries including Russia, 

Afghanistan, Argentina, Australia, America, China, plus more.  
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In Newcastle Andrew juggled them past key circus and Astley sites, before passing them to 

students at Newcastle College, who were filmed performing in front of the Philip Astley statue. 

A film was made of the tour: www.youtube.com/watch?v=kKb6Jkbt5Cg 

A circus symposium between Manchester Metropolitan University and State University of Sao 

Paulo, Brazil was held in September 2017. Professor Mario Bolognesi, State University of Sao 

Paulo - Bolognesi described a visit to Circus Astley - a small circus in Nova Aliança, São Paulo, 

Brazil. The name of the circus is a homage to Astley, recognised as the father of modern circus. 

Bolognesi reviewed the different circus traditions in Brazil and links to Philip Astley and 

European traditions more broadly. Delegates also attended the launch event at Newcastle 

College with Charlie Caroli.  

Awards 

The town won Gold in the regional Britain in Bloom Competition for its circus themed gardens, 

and The Philip Astley Project won a Gold award in the ‘Enjoy Staffordshire’ Judges Choice ‘Best 

Newcomer’ Category. 

   

Steering group members Delyth Copp and Trudi Barnard collect the award at Enjoy Staffordshire (L) 

New publication 

The Magic Rocking Horse’ children’s story book, based around Astley’s Circus and a magic 

rocking horse Gibraltar was written by local author Christine Johnson and released with a series 

of public readings. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kKb6Jkbt5Cg
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Borough Council Recognition 

The new Library opened a circus theme children’s library. The design included a ring box 

seating, a mini big top, circus signage and windows frosted with images of circus horses and 

trapeze artists.  

In addition to this new meeting spaces including the chambers were named after Astley and 

circus. 

4 artists/ organisations were commissioned to create flags and banners for AstleyFest 

  

Flags and banners procession starting in Newcastle town centre 

Letting in the Light a participatory arts company, they worked with students from 

Blackfriars Academy a mixed special school and residents of Belong Village – a dementia 

care specialist facility in Newcastle under Lyme and a regular group called Wonder 

Women to create banner artworks for AstleyFest 

Letting in the Light are a participatory Arts Company in based at Art Stop in Stoke-on-Trent. 

The focus of their work is on creatively looking at health and wellbeing, they are the lead 

organisation for Festival Stoke and often collaborate with other artists in the area on 

commissions and projects. 
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For the Flags and Banners commission, Letting in the Light’s Anne Kinnard explained that 

they had the opportunity to work with two new organisations: residents from Belong Village a 

dementia care facility in Newcastle-under-Lyme and year 7 (9 boys) students from Blackfriars 

Academy. They also worked with regular participants of a weekly women’s group called 

Wonder Women. Some of the group have complex learning difficulties and attend with 

support workers, others are self-referral and have longer term mental health conditions. The 

commonality between the group is the need for company and social interaction to connect 

them to the wider community and the world. 

Anne explained that the Flags and Banners commission connected well with their existing 

work which often uses textiles, they incorporated the colours of their other project Festival 

Stoke into the final designs, it also allowed them to work with two new groups 

 

Belong and Blackfriars Academy 

For some of the students at Blackfriars Academy this was the first time they had been 

allowed on a trip out of school. The physical challenge of crossing roads and access made this 

difficult. The way the residents and students integrated was positive, with the students 

curious about the space where residents lived. Residents and students worked with Letting in 

the Light using photos of Philip Astley, old posters, and circus ephemera of the time. 

The students had breakfast at Belong before researching Astley and sharing their research 

findings with residents such as the story of the monkey, which was trained to ride the horses 

in the circus. 

The residents worked with the artists to trace around images of Astley improving their co-

ordination and mark making and the students assisted in creating masking tape outlines on 

the flags – something which took a lot of skill and precision. This had a positive impact on 

many of the students who felt proud of their achievements and were keen to share their 

stories with teachers back in school. 

Belong Village attended the AstleyFest parade with two residents who walked and wheeled 

to the Festival carrying the flags and banners.  

Wonder Women 

Some of the Wonder Women group the had been to the circus before, they were interested in 

the Astley story but also interested in the process of making. Imagery was really important 

and the artists sourced images from the Brampton Museum and the Town Trail to work with 

the group. A new participant drew a mange horse, her and a more experienced member of 

the group came together to help. There was some uncertainty in the group to start off with 
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as they’d not previously worked on this scale – but the group came together to share skills an 

help each other, it helped them to build confidence and self-esteem. 

At the end of the making, several the Wonder Women group brought family and friends along 

on the day of the parade to see what they’d made, sharing the experience, many then 

stayed for the event. Some had travelled quite far needing to get two buses to get to 

Newcastle-under-Lyme.  

 

Audience members have learnt about heritage/Astley and had an enjoyable experience 

We collected data via the audience survey, asking participants two questions: 

Prior to today’s event, how would you rate your knowledge about Philip Astley? 

Following today’s event, how would you rate your knowledge about Philip Astley? 

 

Overall attenders knowledge of Philip Astley significantly increased with: 27% indicating 

initially that they hadn’t heard of him or had heard of him but didn’t know anything (no to low 

awareness/knowledge); 59% indicated that they knew a little or had some knowledge (mid 

awareness/knowledge) and 14% knew a lot or had extensive knowledge (high 

awareness/knowledge).  

Following the events, awareness and knowledge increased with: 4% indicating that they still 

hadn’t heard of him or had heard of him but didn’t know anything; 52% indicating that they 

knew a little or had some knowledge and the largest increase was 44% now indicating that they 

knew a lot or had extensive knowledge. Overall this is an increase of 14% in the highest 

knowledge options. Overall 96% of attenders/participants had increased their knowledge of 

Philip Astley, with 81% having some or extensive knowledge. 
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How would you rate your enjoyment of this event? 

95% of Philip Astley Project audiences indicated that they had a very to somewhat enjoyable 

experience overall. 
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Aim 3 - People will have developed skills 

Key outputs & Summary  

• 265 adults received formal training such as heritage social media, storytelling and 

drama, research skills, and circus skills.  

• 4% of attenders were from a BAME background.  

• 17% of Astley’s audience have day-to-day limiting activity, health problem or disability. 

• 23% of Astley’s audiences were from a low engagement segment (using Audience 

Spectrum profiles). 

• 100% of volunteers indicated that they developed skills by taking part in the project. 

• 96% of attenders and participants have learnt something new about Astley 

• There were 200 active participants from Staffordshire University, with 8 content 

producers. 

 

Overall 17% of Astley’s audience have day-to-day limiting activity health problem or disability. 

With 14% indicating this this affects them a lot and 3% indicating that this affects them a little. 

 

Are your day-to-day activities limited because of a health problem or disability which has 

lasted, or is expected to last, at least 12 months? 

 

Base: 310 respondents 
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Overall the majority (96%) of attenders would describe themselves as White. With White British 

(65%); White English (20%); White Welsh (3%); White Scottish (2%) and White other (1%). 1% of 

attenders were Black Other and 1% White and Black Caribbean. 1% British Asian and 1% Welsh 

Asian. 

What is your ethnic group? 

 

*NB: The full list of answer codes are not included in the chart only the ethnicities that respondents identified with 

Base: 317 respondents 

 

Audience Spectrum profile 

The three most prominent Audience Spectrum segments are, Dormitory Dependables, Trips & 

Treats and Home & Heritage.  63% of all audience members belong to one of these three 

groups.  

• Dormitory Dependables (25%): Regular but not frequent cultural attenders living in 

city suburbs and small towns (Medium engagement) 

• Trips & Treats (21%): Suburban households, often with children, whose cultural 

activities usually are part of a day out or treat (Medium engagement) 

• Home & Heritage (17%): Conservative and mature households who have a love of the 

traditional (Medium engagement) 

The most over-represented segments amongst your audience are Home & Heritage (17% in your 

audience compared to 10% the West Midlands population) and Dormitory Dependables (25% 

compared to 14% in the West Midland population). 
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Audience Spectrum profile 

Segment name 
Philip Astley Audience combined 

West Midlands Index 
Count % 

Metroculturals 0 0% 0% 0 

Commuterland Culturebuffs 18 8% 11% 77 

Experience Seekers 12 6% 5% 112 

Dormitory Dependables 55 25% 14% 178 

Trips & Treats 46 21% 20% 108 

Home & Heritage 36 17% 10% 158 

Up Our Street 23 11% 10% 104 

Facebook Families 18 8% 16% 51 

Kaleidoscope Creativity 2 1% 8% 12 

Heydays 7 3% 5% 60 

Base 217 4,742,248  
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• Overall event attenders knowledge of Philip Astley significantly increased with: 27% 

indicating initially that they hadn’t heard of him or had heard of him but didn’t know 

anything (no to low awareness/knowledge); 59% indicated that they knew a little or had 

some knowledge (mid awareness/knowledge) and 14% knew a lot or had extensive 

knowledge (high awareness/knowledge).  

• Following the events, awareness and knowledge increased with: 4% indicating that they 

still hadn’t heard of him or had heard of him but didn’t know anything; 52% indicating 

that they knew a little or had some knowledge and the largest increase indicated that 

44% now knew a lot or had extensive knowledge about Astley. Overall this is an increase 

of 14% in the highest knowledge options.  

• Overall 96% of attenders/participants had increased their knowledge of Philip Astley by 

engaging in TPAP events. 

• Over half of respondents (51%) indicated that they would be Very Likely to share their 

knowledge about Astley with others. 
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In the following case study members of the New Vic community company and performers of 

Roll up Roll up share how their involvement in The Philip Astley Project has helped to develop 

their skills. 

Participants of Roll up Roll up the New Vic community company Melanie Osborne and 

Yolanda Gómez Gálvez. 

Melanie Osbourne  

Melanie is the full-time carer for her two children, both who have autism. Before this 

Melanie was a social worker. She was previously involved in a New Vic community Company 

project Votes for Women. Initially when this project was proposed Melanie was initially put 

off, she explains she was a bit ‘anti-circus’ and she also has Dyspraxia. 

However, she was interested in the Astley story following a talk from volunteer and steering 

group member Andrew Van Buren. 

‘I didn’t know and have a clue about Astley – I lived in Stoke for 20 years and not heard of 

him. It is an interesting story and was very similar to the Greatest Showman which my 

daughter made me watch many times. I thought Circus was aimed at a younger audience.’ 

Andrew also worked with the group on developing circus skills: 

‘We had a go at, juggling, plate spinning, and diablo. I would have liked to spend more time 

doing this. They are things I never thought I’d imagined myself doing. Andrew was really 

encouraging. He gave me the confidence to try things I never thought I could do when I 

usually would have given up – it was really enjoyable.’ 

‘I also got to understand how to learn/read a script. It gave me the confidence to be able to 

do this again. Ruth (the Director) was great…she was empowering, and I relaxed working 

her... I’ve since taken up professional acting classes and considering a directors 

programme.’ 

The community company performed Roll Up Roll Up at Astley Fest with two performances 

during the day. Melanie explained her experience of performing: 

‘I loved it!...I liked interacting with the audience….the music was amazing. I concentrated 

on the acting side. The choir was beautiful, it got stuck in your head. It was a lovely day. My 

kids really enjoyed the event (and they don’t always!)’ 

Melanie explains the wider benefits of participating: 
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‘It’s great for people who are lonely, and for people who want to make friends and build 

confidence. I’m happy going being part of a group…I’m not there to be famous. I will take 

any role I learnt a lot about history through this. I usually draft off when people talk about 

history. I felt it gave me focus.’ 

There was a broad range of ages participating: 

‘The youngest was 16 – it was great experience for her. And people in their 80s. I found it so 

inspiring and they’re just getting out there and doing it.’  

Yolanda Gómez Gálvez  

‘Newcastle has the potential to create beautiful performances and make people be involved 

in them! I’ve met a lot of interesting people during the process and I’ve learnt about other 

activities in the city…As a foreigner who has lived in Newcastle for almost 3 years, I’ve met 

a lot of nice people and I’ve done things that I’ve never thought I would do (like a play in 

English or sing!). I’ve learnt a lot of new things (like juggling) and enjoyed everything we 

have done. Now I feel that I’ve done something for the city, for the people who live here. 

For me that is important and makes me feel very proud!’ 

 

Staffordshire University students created rich content sharing their knowledge of Philip 

Astley 

The Philip Astley project provided an opportunity to connect students from Staffordshire 

University the lead project partner to the wider community and to the heritage of the area in 

which they are studying, boosting community coherence among groups that live side-by-side 

but are often disconnected. 

In addition to general challenges of engaging students with the wider community, the project 

presented an additional challenge because of an outdated, but strong perception among many 

young people of animal abuse in circuses. Many students questioned the ethics of the project 

because of this connection. 

To engage and educate, the team initially sought opportunities to embed the project in the 

formal curriculum. By working closely with colleagues across the University this was achieved 

in 4 modules across 3 of the University’s 6 schools, involving students from 7-degree courses at 

levels 5, 6 and 7. The University partners also organised circus workshops with the Van Buren 

organisation to allow students to learn about circus in a fun, hands-on way. 
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Once awareness of the project had been achieved through formal curricular engagement, the 

University team were able to encourage additional extra-curricular participation has from 

students at Levels 4, 5, 6 and 7. This included working with the Brampton Museum; 

Staffordshire Film Archive; New Vic Theatre; No Fit State Circus; Appetite; Staffordshire 

University Project Delivery Team and the Van Buren Organisation. 

By the end of the project more than 200 staff and students were involved in the arts, culture 

and voluntary activities in the region through the Philip Astley Project as content creators.  

 

Computing and Digital Technologies: 

The project was embedded into the Review and Lifestyle Journalism module at Levels 5 and 6  

via a circus workshop. The project was embedded into the Level 6 Work placement and Career 

Development module via organised placements. 

 

The project opened authentic learning opportunities for students on all journalism courses.  

Two final year Photojournalism students were commissioned to take photographs at the Philip 

Astley Project Party (see some examples of StaffsLive articles below). 

 

Examples of extra-curricular work from journalism students on the University platform 

StaffsLive:  

https://staffslive.co.uk/2018/02/philip-astley-project/ 

https://staffslive.co.uk/2018/03/nofitstate-circus-lexicon/ 

https://staffslive.co.uk/2018/03/the-history-of-circus-to-go-on-display-in-newcastle-under-

lyme/ 

https://staffslive.co.uk/2018/02/circus-horrors-review/ 

https://staffslive.co.uk/2018/04/fashion-in-circus-lexicon/ 

https://staffslive.co.uk/2018/04/no-fit-state-circus-lexicon-live-review/ 

https://staffslive.co.uk/2018/04/behind-the-scenes-tucking-into-cuisine-at-nofit-state-circus/ 

 

 

  

https://staffslive.co.uk/2018/02/philip-astley-project/
https://staffslive.co.uk/2018/03/nofitstate-circus-lexicon/
https://staffslive.co.uk/2018/03/the-history-of-circus-to-go-on-display-in-newcastle-under-lyme/
https://staffslive.co.uk/2018/03/the-history-of-circus-to-go-on-display-in-newcastle-under-lyme/
https://staffslive.co.uk/2018/02/circus-horrors-review/
https://staffslive.co.uk/2018/04/fashion-in-circus-lexicon/
https://staffslive.co.uk/2018/04/no-fit-state-circus-lexicon-live-review/
https://staffslive.co.uk/2018/04/behind-the-scenes-tucking-into-cuisine-at-nofit-state-circus/
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Aim 4 - People will have volunteered time  

• 63 people volunteered time as part of the Philip Astley project, these were across a 

variety of roles including the steering group, research sub-group, University students 

across content creation and internships, and cultural volunteers from Appetite the 

Creative People and Places project. 

The following two case studies explain how two volunteers became involve in the project and 

how they have developed their skills and knowledge. Examples of volunteering can be found 

throughout the project and is also captured in other sections of the final report. 

Laura Cope was an Intern on the Philip Astley Project whilst studying an MA Creative 

Futures, Culture and Heritage at Staffordshire University.  

Laura joined the Philip Astley Project team as an intern whilst studying at Staffordshire 

University. Her postgraduate degree MA Creative Future, Culture and Heritage was part of 

her return to education following a career in customer services. 

Her course included a work internship, a requirement to enable students to develop their 

skills and employability. Laura first heard of Philip Astley at a conference, it wasn’t someone 

she’d heard of before even though she had an interest in history and local heritage and lived 

locally.  

‘I felt it tied in well with my work – how heritage can impact in areas (economic, upskilling 

people etc). It was a local project and someone I didn’t know about. When I heard Andrew 

Van Buren talking about Astley it felt very exciting and really drove me to be involved. 

When you look at other big cities and how well they’ve done through heritage it felt great 

that this was happening locally.’ 

Laura joined Philip Astley Project Manager Kat Evans supporting the project through it’s 

launch and key delivery phase.  They agreed key roles and responsibilities, as Laura explains: 

‘There was a fixed plan 0.5 days per week for a few months and then adhoc when the team 

needed me. I started to come in more for specific events – AstleyFest and Homecoming at 

Night. I knew what was expected of me and we agreed on areas of work I wanted to learn 

more about: visitor engagement, demographics, marketing.’ 

Laura started working on the social media plan for events, ‘It was great to put this into 

practice. I used this approach before with Ford Green Hall another project I’d volunteered 

on and this helped me to evidence what I could do.’  
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Working on events was a brand-new skill: 

‘Kat (Project Manager) really helped me to develop skills in this area (events). Working 

within a heritage and liaising with local stakeholders was all new…after the Charlie Caroli 

event I was brought into the steering group. I attended an HLF local heritage meeting, 

exploring how we can best support each other, and I reported on what the Philip Astley 

project was doing.’ 

Laura was able to connect the project locally to a new partner: Belong Village a specialist 

dementia care facility in Newcastle-under-Lyme. Belong became a project sponsor and it 

enabled them to connect their Heritage gallery (HLF funded) to the Philip Astley Project. 

Although the official internship completed, Laura continued to volunteer with the team 

supporting on events, marketing and social media. Her interest in Astley has also led to her 

researching aspects of his life and associated topics further. ‘Because I had a little bit of 

knowledge about Astley I wanted to know more. I became interested in women in circus and 

Astley’s local role.’ 

Having had a positive experience, Laura believes there’s more opportunities for connecting 

students to volunteering on live projects across the university.  

‘Having student work placements built into your course is great… it makes it easier if it’s a 

project led by the University. Lecturers can flag options, talk in the staff conference about 

opportunities in research projects.’ 

Reflecting on her internship and volunteering at Staffordshire University Laura reflects: 

‘Although working on my dissertation and being a student was a challenge, but it’s given me 

the skills to manage my own project in a paid role at the University. I’m working on an EU 

funded project on ceramics as well as supporting a project to support BTC students into 

Higher Education. The evaluation skills I developed through my MA and on the project have 

been really helpful for the role I do now.’ 

 

The role of the Astley steering group was pivotal to the success of the project with a 

combination of active volunteers and paid staff who often did go above and beyond 

volunteering additional hours to ensure the project delivered, many exceeding 200 hours or 

more over the project at often at a professional/skilled level. The steering group members 

were asked what if they had gained skills through the project, of which all agreed.  Skills 

included:‘Honing up chairing skills at the same time maintaining the feel of enthusiasm 

for the project’ 
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‘Social media training’ 

‘Further organisational and supportive practical skills’ 

A key outcome of the steering group was that the group decided mid-project to review their 

governance structure, this was to enable them to pursue additional funding in the future and to 

ensure the project had a group of active participants to continue to drive the vision forward. 

The group is now registered as a Community Interest Company. 

In the following case study, we explore we understand the motivations of one of the steering 

group members, and how they have personally developed during the project.  

Andrew Van Buren is a professional circus artist and performer who lives in Newcastle-

under-Lyme. Andrew is a volunteer member of the Philip Astley Steering group with 

responsibility for publicity. He also took a lead role in delivering local history talks as 

part of the engagement programme. Andrew is a long time Astley ambassador. He 

explains why volunteering for The Philip Astley Project is important to him. 

Andrew was aware about Philip Astley from an early age. His Dad (Fred Van Buren) was part 

of the circus community and used to talk about Astley and the similarities to his own life. 

‘Dad was frustrated that Astley’s impact on the world had been written out of public 

consciousness and that he wasn’t known, in Newcastle-under-Lyme.’ 

In 1982, Fred was asked to advise on the local carnival in Newcastle-under-Lyme and this was 

the first time Astley was recognised with the carnival having a circus theme. Andrew 

explained that: ‘…everything went quiet again. Then I realised it was coming up to the 250th 

anniversary of Astley’s birth…we commissioned and funded a statue in Astley’s honour.’  

Working with the Borough Council Andrew and Fred helped to organise a summer of events, a 

visiting circus, the carnival, a fashion show, and an exhibition at the Brampton which Fred 

made the display cases for. After this celebratory year, the statue was packed away. No 

further plans made.  

In 2010 The Sentinel wrote an article about circus in the local area and it didn’t mention 

Astley. Harnessing new digital communications Andrew and started to talk about Astley on 

social media, gaining the attention of local Councillor Wenslie Naylor who organised the first 

meeting with local partners.  

Andrew says: ‘The committee was formed and there were some very ambitious ideas…we 

wanted to instil local pride and to highlight that an amazing person has come from here.’ 
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 ‘The people involved in the project from the start – it became something they really cared 

about. The committee is more like a family…and are wanting to keep it going.’ 

Andrew’s involvement as Volunteer Publicity Officer has helped the steering group to secure 

local, regional, national press and media coverage. But it was the international interest - 

something the group didn’t set out to do – which has surprised Andrew the most.  

‘The global aspect has exceeded my expectations. With the unveiling of the plaque in Monte 

Carlo, The Hungarian Circus Festival opened with a tribute to Philip Astley as did the circus 

in Paris….There have been write ups in Japan, Germany, Sweden, Brazil...and we delivered 

a Philip Astley Symposium with the University of Bahie, Brazil & Manchester Metropolitan 

University.’ 

Andrew was also able to develop other skills as a volunteer on the project.  

‘I wanted to build my knowledge of Astley using historical sources to find out what was fact 

and fiction - I worked with the Brampton team to do this…It has also allowed me to develop 

my role as a speaker… I now understand how to work with a committee far better… and how 

to learn from others.’ 

The outcomes of the project are wide, from Andrew’s perspective these include: 

‘There’s been a lot of nostalgia, it’s opened memories to lots of people which were 

especially prominent in the local history talks. It’s also helped to breakdown the boundaries 

between classic, model and traditional circus – people have had their eyes opened to 

different circus forms.’ 

The steering group is now set up as a CIC with a commitment to continuing to deliver Astley 

and vision for the future. Andrew explains:  

‘We want to keep the heritage trail going and develop more and more reasons for people to 

come here. It would be great to have a permanent exhibition somewhere. And it would be 

amazing to have a circus festival…similar to Monte Carlo… it would create a massive tourism 

opportunity.’ 

‘…would like to continue and pass on some of the skills…during the world juggling tour it 

was apparent about the lack of circus school.’ 

‘…people can now see the potential. It has brought people to the area who would never 

have come here before. People’s awareness and pride of Philip Astley has grown, and 

awareness and pride of the area has grown. People are exploring the place they have grown 

up which is great.’ 
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Aim 5 - People will have learnt about heritage 

 

Key outputs & Summary 

 

Media reach 

Audiences learnt about heritage through the press/media campaign and online communications 

including social media and website. 

• Over a million people will have been exposed to key messages through media and 

marketing. The majority of this is through media/press coverage with online readership 

and daily circulation figures for print and online media contributing significantly to this. 

• The Philip Astley Project achieved 4 local press stories, contributed to 2 articles in 

national print press and achieved coverage on BBC channels BBC 3 and BBC Midlands 

Today in broadcast media. 

• Although not an objective of the project, The Philip Astley Project contributed to 

international media publications in Japan, USA and Canada. 

 

Digital reach 

• There were 13,744 engagements across social media, including 2,695 followers across 

social media regularly receiving Philip Astley updates and 744 uses of #astleyproject 

• 5,298 unique website visitors to the www.philipastley.org website 

 

Public engagement 

• Based on 62% of attenders at Philip Astley events being first time attenders, we 

estimate that the number of unique engagers in activities and events to be: 

16,971. 

 

These engagements had the following impact: 

• 93% of attenders agreed that The Philip Astley Project events made them ‘Understand 

more about circus arts and heritage’ and 85% agreed that The Philip Astley Project 

events like these made them ‘Feel more proud of Philip Astley’. 

• Half of respondents (51%) indicated that they would be Very Likely to share their 

knowledge about Astley with others. 

http://www.philipastley.org/
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Education impact and reach 

• Overall 30 schools across mainstream and SEN primary and secondary; and 1 FE college 

participated in activities overall, engaging with 1,454 students. 

 

Awareness of Philip Astley 

• On average across the project, 56% of people have heard of Philip Astley, be aware of 

his link to Newcastle-under-Lyme and his invention. 

Economic impact of the project on NUL was positive 

Newcastle-under-Lyme BID Ltd is a key stakeholder of the project, Amy Williams the BID 

Manager explains how the project impacted on Newcastle town centre. 

The BID came to be involved with the events surrounding Circus250 and The Philip Astley 

Project because these projects directly impact on the town and BID area. 

The projects directly link with the BID Objectives set out in the BID prospectus; 

Objective 1g - Raise awareness of the culture and leisure offer at all times of day, evening 

and night 

Objective 2e - Develop markets and events which build the reputation of the town as a great 

place to be entertained, benefits all businesses and attracts more visitors 

The Philip Astley project has had a direct impact on local businesses evidenced through the 

increased footfall in the area. The graph below outlines footfall for the period June – August 

2018 was significantly higher than the same period in the previous year.   

The BID team believe this is a direct result of the various events and projects in the town 

centre including those hosted by The Philip Astley Project. 

‘High Streets are changing and have been for some years now. They have become far less 

about retail and much more about experience and destinations. The events and projects we 

have supported in the town have been a direct link to the increase in footfall.’ 
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Graph supplied by Newcastle-under-Lyme BID showing footfall in the town centre, June – August 2017 & 2018 

The project was well supported by BID levy payers (local business vote to pay a levy through 

their business rates). They have been involved in a lot of The Phillip Astley events and circus 

events (led by the New Vic) by displaying information, decorating windows etc.  

Amy explains: 

‘There is more of a sense of pride amongst our businesses that they are able to promote the 

town and its heritage through events and better understanding….We hear more and more 

people talking about Phillip Astley than ever.  It is my view that the project as a whole has 

educated the community and really put Newcastle-under-Lyme on the map nationally.’ 

‘The role that culture and heritage has on defining place and its identity is greatly 

important. The BID business plan directly refers to culture and developing to strengths and 

characteristics of Newcastle-under-Lyme’. 

 

This was further evidenced in the audience survey which identified the strong relationship 

between place and The Philip Astley Project. 

Impact on place 

• 83% of survey respondents agreed to strongly agreed that events like these made them 

‘Feel a strong connection to Newcastle-under-Lyme.’ 
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• 89% agreed to strongly agreed that events like these made them think of ‘Newcastle-

under-Lyme as more of a Cultural Destination than I thought before’. 

• 90% agreed or strongly agreed that events like these made ‘Newcastle under Lyme a 

better place to live, study and/or work.’ 

• 93% agreed or strongly agreed that events like these made them ‘Understand more 

about circus arts and heritage’. 

• 85% agreed or strongly agreed that events like these made them ‘Feel more proud of 

Philip Astley’. 

• 53% of attenders indicated that the event had changed their perception of Newcastle-

under-Lyme. 

• 23% of visiting audiences indicated that they were staying overnight. 

Although a full economic impact wasn’t possible due to the small sample size overall, we can 

see that through the overall mean spend that average spend for an overnight visitor was £191 

and for at events this was £19. However was based on a very small sample size overall and 

should be indicative at the economic impact heritage could potentially have. 

How much money have you, or do you expect to spend in Newcastle-under-Lyme on 

yourself and others today? 

  

On local travel 
(in Newcastle-
under Lyme 

only) 
At the event 

itself  
On 

accommodation 

On food, drink 
shopping etc. 
outside the 

event 
On other 
purchases 

Min £5 £1 £85 £5 £5 

Max £70 £85 £120 £150 £60 

Mean £17 £19 £98 £28 £29 

Mode £5 £10 £85 £20 £20 

Median £5 £15 £93 £20 £25 

Base 8 21 4 27 10 
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Media Reach 

The project secured local, regional, national and international press coverage increasing 

awareness of Astley beyond Newcastle-under-Lyme.  

Local Print & Online 

The Sentinel, Philip Astley - The Man who sent in the clowns (January 2018) 

https://www.stokesentinel.co.uk/news/history/philip-astley--man-who-1089827 

Staffslive, The Philip Astley Project: The creator of circus (February 2018) 

https://staffslive.co.uk/2018/02/philip-astley-project/ 

The Sentinel, Could 'father of the modern circus' Philip Astley be our Shakespeare? (January 

2018) 

https://www.stokesentinel.co.uk/news/could-father-modern-circus-philip-1089754 

The Sentinel, Philip Astley anniversary: the fun stuff you can watch to celebrate 250 years of 

the circus in North Staffordshire (March 2018) 

https://www.stokesentinel.co.uk/whats-on/family-kids/philip-astley-circus-250-anniversary-

1381478 

The Sentinel, A book about the 'Father of the Modern Circus' has been re-issued as part of 

anniversary celebrations (January 2018) 

https://www.stokesentinel.co.uk/news/history/book-father-modern-circus-been-1104374 

 

National Print & Online 

Country Life, How a Horse Mad Englishman pioneered modern circus (August 2018) 

https://www.countrylife.co.uk/out-and-about/dogs/horse-mad-englishman-pioneered-modern-

circus-181821 

The Independent, Roll up, roll up, for the greatest showman on earth: How Philip Astley 

created the modern circus (January 2018) 

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/long_reads/philip-astley-250-anniversary-uk-first-

modern-circus-greatest-showman-a8141826.html 

 

 

 

https://www.stokesentinel.co.uk/news/history/philip-astley--man-who-1089827
https://staffslive.co.uk/2018/02/philip-astley-project/
https://www.stokesentinel.co.uk/news/could-father-modern-circus-philip-1089754
https://www.stokesentinel.co.uk/whats-on/family-kids/philip-astley-circus-250-anniversary-1381478
https://www.stokesentinel.co.uk/whats-on/family-kids/philip-astley-circus-250-anniversary-1381478
https://www.stokesentinel.co.uk/news/history/book-father-modern-circus-been-1104374
https://www.countrylife.co.uk/out-and-about/dogs/horse-mad-englishman-pioneered-modern-circus-181821
https://www.countrylife.co.uk/out-and-about/dogs/horse-mad-englishman-pioneered-modern-circus-181821
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/long_reads/philip-astley-250-anniversary-uk-first-modern-circus-greatest-showman-a8141826.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/long_reads/philip-astley-250-anniversary-uk-first-modern-circus-greatest-showman-a8141826.html
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Regional Broadcast 

BBC Midlands Today presented by Nicola Beckford. A piece on Andrew Van Buren, Fred Van 

Buren and New Vic Theatre’s Theresa Heskins, talking about the monument, Philip Astley, 

Newcastle-under-Lyme. 

 

National Broadcast 

BBC Radio 3  - ‘Free Thinking’ Matthew Sweet, Tom Rack, Professor Vanessa Toulmin & Naomi 

Frisby and Andrew Van Buren  discuss the evolution of circus.  

 

International media 

Japan, America & Canada. 

 

The Legacy of Philip Astley in a Japanese publication 

 

Circus 250, in a French-Canadian publication 
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Digital Reach 

Facebook 

Between November 2017 and January 2019, The Philip Asley Project reached the following 

audiences on Facebook. 

• Delivered 330 posts on Facebook 

• 1217 Facebook followers - organic growth. 

• 10,934 views of video content posted on Facebook 

• 12,363 engagements with content on Facebook (likes, shares, comments) 

• 275,414 impressions - users who have seen Philip Astley posts 

• On partner the Brampton Museum & Art Gallery Facebook page, Philip Astley posts 

reached 13,451 people with 1005 engagements  

Top post & Link      Top picture 

 

    
 

  

Comments 

‘Well done, really 

entertaining show, keeping 

Newcastle on the map and 

entertainment for the next 

generation to aspire to.’ 

‘… wonderful work from the 

college students !’ 
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Twitter 

Between November 2017 and January 2019, The Philip Asley Project reached the following 

audiences on Twitter. 

• Delivered 443 tweets on The Philip Astley project content 

• Received 9290 profile visits 

• Received 989 mentions on Twitter 

• Attracted 395 new followers 

• Achieved 361,900 tweet impressions overall  

Top engagements, mentions and tweets 
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Instagram 

Between 27 September 2017 and January 2019, The Philip Asley Project reached the following 

audiences on Instagram. 

• 187 followers - organic growth. 

• Delivered 45 posts on Instagram 

• 392 engagements on Instagram (likes and comments) 
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Public Engagement 

The following summary relates to the amalgamated outcomes captured from 

respondents to the audience survey. This does not include participatory data such as 

schools and workshops which can be found further on under the heading 

Schools/Education. The margin of error calculation for the overall analysis is ±5% at 

the 95% confidence level. 

Overall Summary – Demographics 

• Overall 52% of The Philip Astley Project audiences were Female and 48% Male. 

• 34% of audiences were aged 65 and over. 55- 64 years and 45-54 years both 

attributed to 15% (30% combined). 11% of audiences were aged between 25 – 

44. 26% were aged between 16 – 24. 

• 84% of survey respondents didn’t have day-to-day limiting activity, health 

problem or disability. 14% were limited a little and 3% limited a lot. 

• The three most prominent Audience Spectrum segments are, Dormitory 

Dependables, Trips & Treats and Home & Heritage.  63% of all audience 

members belong to one of these three groups. With Dormitory Dependables 

representing 25%; Trips & Treats 21% and Home & Heritage 17%. 

• The most over-represented segments amongst your audience are Home & 

Heritage (17% in your audience compared to 10% the West Midlands population) 

and Dormitory Dependables (25% compared to 14% in the West Midlands 

population). All these segments in Audience Spectrum are middle engaged 

arts/cultural attenders. 

• Overall the majority (96%) of attenders would describe themselves as White. 

White British (65%); White English (25%); White Welsh (3%); White Scottish (2%) 

and White other (1%). 1% of attenders were Black Other and 1% White and 

Black Caribbean. 1% of attenders were Asian English and 1% Asian Welsh. 

• Most respondents were from a Newcastle under Lyme (45%); Stoke on Trent 

(19%); Staffordshire Moorlands (8%) or a Cheshire East (14%) postcode. Other 

attenders (15%) were located in: Birmingham, Dudley, Walsall, Telford, 

Wiltshire, Cambridge, Lincoln, Manchester, Stockport, Leeds, Doncaster and 

Gloucester and Wales. 
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Awareness of Astley 

• 62% of attenders hadn’t previously been to a Philip Astley event before. 38% 

had previously attended.  

• Overall event attenders knowledge of Philip Astley significantly increased with: 

27% indicating initially that they hadn’t heard of him or had heard of him but 

didn’t know anything (no to low awareness/knowledge); 59% indicated that 

they knew a little or had some knowledge (mid awareness/knowledge) and 14% 

knew a lot or had extensive knowledge (high awareness/knowledge).  

• Following the events, awareness and knowledge increased with: 4% indicating 

that they still hadn’t heard of him or had heard of him but didn’t know 

anything; 52% indicating that they knew a little or had some knowledge and 

the largest increase indicated that 44% now knew a lot or had extensive 

knowledge about Astley. Overall this is an increase of 14% in the highest 

knowledge options.  

• Overall 96% of attenders/participants had increased their knowledge of Philip 

Astley by engaging in TPAP events. 

• Over half of respondents (51%) indicated that they would be Very Likely to 

share their knowledge about Astley with others. 

Event experience 

• 78% of respondents indicated that they found the event Very Enjoyable; 17% 

Somewhat Enjoyable and 4% Neutral. No respondents to the survey rated their 

event experience as Poor / Very Poor. 

Impact on place 

• 83% of survey respondents agreed to strongly agreed that events like these 

made them ‘Feel a strong connection to Newcastle-under-Lyme.’ 

• 89% agreed to strongly agreed that events like these made them think of 

‘Newcastle-under-Lyme as more of a Cultural Destination than I thought 

before’. 

• 90% agreed or strongly agreed that events like these made ‘Newcastle under 

Lyme a better place to live, study and/or work.’ 
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• 93% agreed or strongly agreed that events like these made them ‘Understand 

more about circus arts and heritage’. 

• 85% agreed or strongly agreed that events like these made them ‘Feel more 

proud of Philip Astley’. 

• 53% of attenders indicated that the event had changed their perception of 

Newcastle-under-Lyme. 

• 23% of visiting audiences indicated that they were staying overnight, although 

this is small sample size overall it does indicate that  

Marketing 

• Recall of marketing materials was high with 26% of those responding indicating 

they had found out about the event through Philip Astley leaflet, brochure or 

other print. The second highest was Word of Mouth (24%) and the Philip Astley 

website/blog third (17%) which was equal to other websites (17%). Social 

media had one of the lowest recalls overall (4%), with more traditional media 

such as Outdoor posters (12%) and Newspaper/magazines (9%) having higher 

responses.  

Future Legacy 

• 84% of respondents agreed to strongly agreed that by attending a Philip Astley 

event they were ‘likely to visit circus arts and heritage events/activities in the 

future’. 

• 71% agreed to strongly agreed that by attending it had inspired them to do 

something. 

• Overall the most popular ideas of future events were: Performances (73%) 

Exhibitions (54%); Workshops (25%); Family Activities (24%) and Installations 

(24%). 14% would be interested in Circus School activities and 10% School 

Workshops. Other ideas included:  

 

‘Anything workshop-related where I get to try it.’ 

 

‘Walking on fire, Juggling and levitation’ 

 

‘Any circus acts - workshops - juggling, plate spinning etc’ 
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‘Something bigger like Fit state circus’ 

 

‘Definitely a circus week, with clowns! (Clown Fest!)’ 

 

‘I am a writer and storyteller and this inspires me over writing a book and 

doing workshops in school.’ 

 

‘Open circus skills workshops unicycling’ 

 

‘Circus skills events sometimes take place on the Apedale Heritage Centre 

field in the summer along with live music. It is popular and well attended. 

Perhaps a Philip Astley event could be linked with this. Similarly the boat 

show at Etruria Industrial Museum might be enhanced with circus themed 

activities.’ 

 

‘I would maybe attend an 'Astley Day' - Perhaps with a recreated performance 

of the sort of show he provided.’ 

 

‘More celebrations of local artists.’ 

 

‘Learning to juggle.’ 

 

‘To the best of my knowledge there aren't many evenings like this local to me 

(Wolverhampton) so it would be great to see more.’ 

 

‘A permanent circus tent/building to be a venue for all performing arts and 

events.’ 

 

‘Spirit of the horse.’ 

 

‘Tight roping or more gymnastic things.’ 

 

‘More activities in school.’ 

 

‘Walking on a wire, disappearing, levitating.’ 
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Overall Philip Astley Audience 

Who attended? 

What best describes your gender? 

  

Base: 337 respondents 

What is your age? 

 

 

Base: 369 respondents 

Are your day-to-day activities limited because of a health problem or disability which has 

lasted, or is expected to last, at least 12 months? 

 

Base: 310 respondents 

48%

52%

Male Female

2%

10%
13% 11%

15% 15%

34%

0%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

Under 16 16 - 24 25 - 34 35 - 44 45 - 54 55 - 64 65 or
older

Prefer not
to say

3%

14%

84%

0%

Yes, limited a lot

Yes, limited a little

No

Prefer not to say
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What is your ethnic group? 

 

*NB: The full list of answer codes are not included in the chart only the ethnicities that respondents identified with 

Base: 317 respondents 

 

Audience Spectrum profile 

The three most prominent Audience Spectrum segments are, Dormitory Dependables, Trips & 

Treats and Home & Heritage.  63% of all audience members belong to one of these three 

groups.  

• Dormitory Dependables (25%): Regular but not frequent cultural attenders living in 

city suburbs and small towns (Medium engagement) 

• Trips & Treats (21%): Suburban households, often with children, whose cultural 

activities usually are part of a day out or treat (Medium engagement) 

• Home & Heritage (17%): Conservative and mature households who have a love of the 

traditional (Medium engagement) 

The most over-represented segments amongst your audience are Home & Heritage (17% in your 

audience compared to 10% the West Midlands population) and Dormitory Dependables (25% 

compared to 14% in the West Midland population). 

65%

25%

3% 2% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

White
British

White
English

White
Welsh

White
Scottish

Black Other White and
Black

Caribbean

White
Other

Asian
English

Asian Welsh
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Audience Spectrum profile  

Segment name 
Philip Astley Audience combined 

West Midlands Index 
Count % 

Metroculturals 0 0% 0% 0 

Commuterland Culturebuffs 18 8% 11% 77 

Experience Seekers 12 6% 5% 112 

Dormitory Dependables 55 25% 14% 178 

Trips & Treats 46 21% 20% 108 

Home & Heritage 36 17% 10% 158 

Up Our Street 23 11% 10% 104 

Facebook Families 18 8% 16% 51 

Kaleidoscope Creativity 2 1% 8% 12 

Heydays 7 3% 5% 60 

Base 217 4,742,248  
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Pinpoint map – UK 

 

Base: 220 records with matched UK postcodes 

Pinpoint map - Zoom 

 

Base: 220 records with matched UK postcodes 
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Previous awareness and knowledge of Philip Astley 

Have you attended a Philip Astley event before? 

 

Base: 169 respondents 

 

Prior to and following today’s event, how would you rate your knowledge about Philip 

Astley? 

 

Base: 267 /273 respondents 

38%

62%

Yes

No

2% 2%

15%

37%

34%

10%

19%

8%

30%
29%

9%

5%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

I hadn't heard
of him

I'd heard of 
him, but I 

didn’t know 
anything

I knew a little I had some
knowledge

I knew a lot I had extensive
knowledge

Prior to the event Following the event
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How likely would you be to share your knowledge about Philip Astley with others? 

 
Base: 266 respondents 

 

Experience and impact of attending Philip Astley event 

How would you rate your enjoyment of this event? 

 

Base: 314 respondents 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

51%

29%

13%

4% 3%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Very likely Somewhat likely Neutral Unlikely Very unlikely

78%

17%

4% 0% 1%
0%

10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%

Very enjoyable Somewhat
enjoyable

Neutral Not enjoyable Not enjoyable
at all
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As a result of this event or activity, to what extent do you agree with the following 

statements? 

 

Base: 124 / 130/ 129/ 130/ 6 respondents 

 

What did people learn about Philip Astley? 

 

 

46%

38%

45%

43%

50%

39%

55%

45%

46%

33%

15%

5%

9%

9%

17%

1%

2%

2%

0%

0%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

I feel more proud of
Philip Astley

I understand more about
circus arts and heritage

I think having events like this
makes Newcastle-under-Lyme a

better place to live, study and/or
work

Events like this make me think that
Newcastle-under-Lyme is a more of

a cultural destination than I
thought before

I feel a strong connection to
Newcastle-under-Lyme

Strongly agree Agree Neither Disagree Strongly disagree
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Where would you look for information about Philip Astley? 
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Have your perceptions about Newcastle-under-Lyme changed after attending today’s 

event? 

 

Base: 175 respondents 

 

Information sources 

Through which of the following sources of information had you seen or heard about 

today’s event before your visit? 

Base: 101 respondents 

 

53%

47% Yes

No

26%

24%

17%

17%

12%

12%

11%

9%

7%

4%

23%

3%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

Philip Astley leaflet/brochure/other print

Word of mouth

Philip Astley website/blog

Other website/blog*

Philip Astley poster/outdoor advertising

Email from another organisation

From another person or organisation on…

Newspaper/magazine*

Philip Astley email

Philip Astley social media channels…

Other*

None of these – I did not see or hear any …
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Future attendance 

 

As a result of this event or activity, to what extent do you agree with the following 

statements? 

 

Base: 112 / 94 respondents 

 

Do you have any ideas about the kinds of circus arts and heritage events/activities you 

would be interest in the future? 

 

Base: 101 respondents 

44%

33%

40%

38%

15%

23%

1%

5%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

This event has made me more
 likely to visit circus arts and heritage

events/activities in future

I have been inspired to do something

Strongly agree Agree Neither Disagree

73%

54%

25% 24% 24%
14% 10% 7%

0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
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Visiting Newcastle-under-Lyme 

 

Did you plan your trip to Newcastle-under-Lyme particularly to visit today’s event? 

 

Base: 116 respondents 

 

Is your visit part of a stay away from home? 

 

Base: 48 respondents 

 

 

 

 

 

 

32%

10%

58%

Yes

No

Not applicable - I live in
Newcastle-under Lyme

23%

77%

Yes

No
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How much money have you, or do you expect to spend in Newcastle-under-Lyme on 

yourself and others today? 

  

On local travel 
(in Newcastle-
under Lyme 

only) 
At the event 

itself  
On 

accommodation 

On food, drink 
shopping etc. 
outside the 

event 
On other 
purchases 

Min £5 £1 £85 £5 £5 

Max £70 £85 £120 £150 £60 

Mean £17 £19 £98 £28 £29 

Mode £5 £10 £85 £20 £20 

Median £5 £15 £93 £20 £25 

Base 8 21 4 27 10 

 

Is this expenditure just for you, or does it also cover other people (friends, partner, 

colleagues, family members etc.)? 

 

Base: 47 respondents 

 

 

  

43%

57%

Just me

Me and others
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Education impact and reach 

• Overall 30 schools across mainstream and SEN primary and secondary; and 1 FE 

college participated in activities overall, engaging with 1,454 students. 

 

Students were asked what they’d knew about Philip Astley? 

 

A full explanation of Schools and education activity can be found in section page 60. 

 

People will have heard of Philip Astley, be aware of his link to Newcastle-under-Lyme 

and his invention 

We undertook data collection for this question using four approaches.  

- Benchmarking event attenders for knowledge pre- and post-engagement 

- A resident panel survey managed by the Borough Council (July 2018) 

- 20 visitor interviews at Trentham Gardens and Gladstone Pottery Museum as part of 

a separate project run by Stoke-on-Trent City council called Cultural Destinations 

(August 2018) 
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- 37 visitor surveys collected at local attractions (Trentham Gardens, World of 

Wedgwood and Potteries Museum and Art Gallery) as part of a separate project run 

by Stoke-on-Trent City council called Cultural Destinations (August 2018) 

 

The combined results of these methods make a small sample size overall – however are 

indicative of the overall impact of the project. 

On average across the project, 56% of people have heard of Philip Astley, and are aware of 

his link to Newcastle-under-Lyme and his invention. This is an increase on the baseline of 

11% from the first phase of the project. 

 

Event attenders 

Overall 69% of event attenders had previously heard of Philip Astley to some degree, and 

32% hadn’t previously heard of him or knew who Philip Astley was. 

 

Resident panel survey 

25 responses from resident panel survey members indicated that 76% said they were aware 

of Philip Astley, 20% saying that they weren’t aware and 1% being unsure. All respondents 

were from Newcastle-under-Lyme. 

 

Visitor interviews 

From 20 visitor interviews 8 interviewees lives in Newcastle-under-Lyme, 8 in Stoke-on-

Trent and 3 elsewhere in England and 1 from overseas. From the interviewees 50% of 

respondents had heard of Philip Astley and associated Astley with the circus. This was split 

equally between both Newcastle-under-Lyme residents and Stoke-on-Trent residents, but 

no recall from visitors from elsewhere in England or overseas. 

 

Visitor surveys 

From 37 visitor surveys 1 respondent lived in Newcastle-under-Lyme, 21 in Stoke-on-Trent 

and 9 elsewhere in England and 6 were unspecified. 16% of respondents had heard of 

Philip Astley and 84% of respondents hadn’t, including the 1 respondent from Newcastle-

under-Lyme.   
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Appendices 

i – Evaluation framework  

Aim/s SMART Objectives When What information should be collected?  How? 

People will have 

volunteered time 

66 people will have volunteered time Oct 17 – 

Oct 18 

No. of volunteer hours and skill level (HLF standard) Project records 

Demographics of volunteers Volunteer form/survey 

People’s experience of participating in activities Participant survey 

Previously engaged in Philip Astley activities Participant survey 

People will have 

developed skills 

119 people will have received training 

20% are from marginalised communities 

50% develop skills 

50% learn something new about Astley 

Oct 17 – 

Oct 18 

No. of participants Project records 

Demographics (HLF standard) Trainee form/survey 

Trainer/facilitator feedback Facilitator feedback form 

People’s experience of participating in 

activities/skills developed 

??? 

Increased levels of knowledge of PA  Trainee survey 

1,194 active participants (content producers) Jan – Sept 

18 

No. of participants Project records 

Demographics (HLF standard) Participant form/survey 

Trainer/facilitator feedback Facilitator feedback form 

People’s experience of participating in 

activities/skills developed 

Participant form/survey 
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People will have 

learnt about heritage 

9,000 unique members of the public engaged 

in activities 

18,000 total engagements 

Economic impact of the project on NUL will 

be positive 

Oct 17 – 

Nov 18 

Demographics (HLF standard) Audience survey 

Footfall/attendance figures Project records 

Previously engaged in Philip Astley activities Audience survey 

People’s experience of participating in activities Audience survey 

People feel empowered to share their knowledge Audience survey 

Continuing levels of interest and willingness to pay 

in future 

Audience survey 

Increased pride in Philip Astley and NUL Audience survey 

Increased levels of knowledge of PA Audience survey 

Economic impact toolkit data Project records, audience 

survey 

125,000 people exposed to key messages 

through media and marketing: 

2 articles in national press.  

2 articles in trade press.  

Coverage of each campaign burst in local 

press/radio 

1,000 Facebook likes/Twitter/Instagram 

2,000 uses of #astleyproject. 

5,000 unique website visitors 

NUL BID website traffic increases by 1,000 

unique visitors 

Oct 17 – 

Nov 18 

Social media analytics Digital analytics 

Google analytics Digital analytics 

Media monitoring (reach e.g. readership) Media monitoring 

Campaign reporting (reach if paid for e.g. outdoor) Campaign reporting 

How people found out about activities Audience survey 

Hashtag usage Digital analytics 

21% of people will have heard of Philip 

Astley, be aware of his link to Newcastle-

Increased pride in Philip Astley and NUL TBC – data collected by library 

services or University 
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under-Lyme and his invention – a 10 point 

increase on current levels 
Oct 17 – 

Nov 18 

volunteers on street short 

survey OR Residents survey 

Increased levels of knowledge of PA  TBC as above 

6 schools engaged 

250 pupils in each participate 

Total of 1,500 school pupils reached directly 

Oct 17 – 

Nov 18 

Teachers feedback Teachers feedback form 

Engagement figures Project records 

Experience of participating in activities Pupil survey 

Increased levels of knowledge of PA Pupil survey 

Heritage will be 

better interpreted 

and explained 

Delivery of the events programme and 

exhibition (see Activity Plan for detail): 

8,000 people attend the exhibition 

3,000 people attend a large scale event 

4,00 audience members in circus skills 

performance 

360 audience members in aerial circus skills 

performance 

300 people evening events 

200 residents take part in the town trail of 

which 20 young people participate, and 75% 

report they have learnt about Astley 

1,000 YouTube views of the animation 

360 people attend 12 talks 

20 schools participate in the schools 

competition from which 1,000 children 

submit an entry. 

200 audience members attend 3 film 

screenings. 70% of audience members 

Oct 17 – 

Nov 18 

No. of entries into competition Project records 

Footfall / attendance figures at events Project records 

Trader feedback on evening events Informal 

Teachers feedback  

Demographics (HLF standard) Audience survey 

People’s experience of participating in activities Audience survey 

Continuing levels of interest and willingness to pay 

in future 

Audience survey 

Increased pride in Philip Astley and NUL Audience survey 
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feedback that they have learnt about 

heritage and had an enjoyable experience. 
Increased levels of knowledge of PA Audience survey 

Heritage will be 

better identified and 

recorded 

500 downloads of resources 

500 view of film 

Professionals indicate willingness to use the 

resource 

May 18 – 

Dec 18 

Film viewing stats Digital analytics 

No. of resource pack downloads Digital analytics 

Feedback on resource pack from professionals – 

creation and usage. 

Feedback form 

Future planning data 

gathered 
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ii. Audience Spectrum segment descriptions 

Metroculturals (Higher engagement) 

Prosperous, liberal urbanites, Metroculturals choose a city lifestyle for the broad cultural 

opportunity it affords. They are therefore interested in a very wide spectrum of activity, 

but many tend towards their own preferred artform or style. Although active museum 

attenders, more engage with the arts and many on a weekly basis. Working in demanding 

but rewarding professions, they are highly educated and have a wide variety of other 

interests from food and travel to current affairs and architecture. 

Commuterland Culturebuffs (Higher engagement) 

Affluent and settled with many working in higher managerial and professional occupations. 

Commuterland Culturebuffs are keen consumers of culture, with broad tastes but a 

leaning towards heritage and more classical offerings. Mature families or retirees, living 

largely in leafy provincial suburban or greenbelt comfort, they are willing to travel and 

pay for premium experiences, their habits perhaps influenced by commuting. Motivations 

are multiple, ranging from social and self-improvement, to the pursuit of learning 

opportunities for older children. They tend to be frequent attenders and potential donors.  

Experience Seekers (Higher engagement) 

An important and significant part of urban arts audiences, these highly active, diverse, 

social and ambitious singles and couples are younger people engaging with the arts on a 

regular basis.  Students, recent graduates and in the early to mid-stages of their careers, 

they live close to city centres, have easy access to and attend a wide variety of arts, 

museums galleries and heritage.  Interests cover mainstream, contemporary and culturally 

diverse offers and attending is at the heart of their social lives.  They are mostly in search 

of new things to do and have disposable income to spend on a variety of leisure activities 

like sports/arts memberships and frequent visits to cafes, bars and restaurants. Digitally 

savvy, they will share experiences through social media on their smart phones. 

Dormitory Dependables (Medium engagement) 

A significant proportion of audiences are made up of this dependably regular if not 

frequently engaging group. Most live in suburban or small towns and show a preference for 

heritage activities, alongside popular and more traditional, mainstream arts. Many are 
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thriving well off mature couples or busy older families; lifestage coupled with more 

limited access to an extensive cultural offer mean that culture is more an occasional treat 

or family outing than an integral part of their lifestyle. 

Trips and Treats (Medium engagement) 

While this group may not view arts and culture as a passion, they are reasonably active 

despite being particularly busy with a wide range of leisure interests. Comfortably off and 

living in the heart of suburbia their children range in ages, and include young people still 

living at home. With a strong preference for mainstream arts and popular culture like 

musicals and familiar drama, mixed in with days out to museums and heritage sites, this 

group are led by their children’s interests and strongly influenced by friends and family. 

Home and Heritage (Medium engagement) 

Conservative in their tastes, this more mature group appreciates all things traditional: a 

large proportion are National Trust members, while classical music and amateur dramatics 

are comparatively popular.  While this is not a highly engaged group – partly because they 

are largely to be found in rural areas and small towns – they do engage with the cultural 

activity available to them in their locality. They look for activities to match their needs 

and interests, such as accessible day-time activities or content exploring historical events. 

Up Our Street (Lower engagement) 

Living reasonably comfortable and stable lives, Up Our Street engage with popular arts and 

entertainment and museums, and are also visitors of heritage sites. Many are older and 

have some health issues, living on average or below average household incomes, so access 

in all its forms can be an issue. Modest in their habits and in their means, value for money 

and low-risk are important factors in leisure decision making. 

Facebook Families (Lower engagement) 

Arts and culture play a very small role in the lives of this younger, cash-strapped group 

living in suburban and semi-urban areas of high unemployment. They are the least likely to 

think themselves as arty, while less than a third believe that the arts is 

important.  Nevertheless, they do go out as families: cinema, live music, eating out and 

pantomime. 
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Kaleidoscope Creativity (Lower engagement) 

Characterised by low levels of cultural engagement despite living in and around city areas 

where plenty of opportunities are within easy reach. A great mix of people comprise this 

segment with a wide range of ages, living circumstances, resources and cultural 

backgrounds all living cheek-by-jowl. Low incomes and unemployment can present barriers 

to accessing some cultural provision. Nevertheless, two thirds do engage with more 

popular and accessible culture annually, some of this in the local community and outside 

the mainstream. Free, local events like outdoor arts, festivals and carnivals may appeal, 

and so might popular offerings like musicals and music events. 

Heydays (Lower engagement) 

Heydays are the group least likely to attend arts or cultural events, believing that the arts 

are no longer as important or relevant to them as perhaps they once were. Many live in 

sheltered or specially adapted accommodation for older people, and are excluded from 

many activities due to a raft of health, access and resource barriers. If they do engage this 

is likely to be participatory such as craft and knitting, painting, reading and writing 

activities organised by their sheltered housing, church group or community library. 
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iii- Literals 

Film 

Q12 

Love film and like to see then in a small venue 

Good film 

I saw it in 1968/69 and always rated it! 

I thought the film was very interesting and moving. 

Because I enjoyed seeing La Strada again after 90 or more years. 

Good film I hadn't see before 

There is a magic in life. 

I know Andrew and all the family - great people! 

Very interested in local events 

Interested in getting NUL known more widely. 

Excellent and informative 

Interesting informative funny - link to local area. 

I am a member of the Philip Astley steering group. 

Good local history 

Great film 

Didn't realise how important Van Buren family were in circus and entertainment 

Informative entertaining educational - trying to raise the profile 
Brilliant film, showed family history and made me appreciate this contribution to entertainment. 
Most informative. 

Great really enjoyed the evening 

Amazing circus's are magical 

Fantastic and leaned so much! 

Because it filled in information and already had it made a coherent narrative 

Chaplin's genius, comfy venue. Ray Johnson's knowledge and extra information. 

Excellent film - education chat from Ray Johnson as ever. 

Very funny- love Charlie Chaplin's expressions 

Charlie Chaplin was a genius and I have attended other Philip Astley film season events. 

Great silent film about circus. Genius stuff! 

Splendid to see a silent film on this screen 

Fascinating 
Thoroughly enjoyed the film. Learnt more about Philip Astley and camera techniques used in 'the 
circus'. 

A blast from the past. 

Local event and its FREE 

Interesting and enjoyable. 

I like to put my own words to silent films as those on the film. 

Love black and white films in general. 

Just to see films live the circus and to see the traditional filmmaking techniques 
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Something new for me 

Enjoyable and informative content 

My first Charlie Chaplin film was really amazing. 

I was not aware of Philip Astley and the film introduced me to the breadth of Chaplin. 
The cleverness and filming was sheer joy. I never realised Charlie Chaplin was so amazing. Thanks for 
the opportunity to see this film. 

The motorbike trick impressed me! 

very enjoyable film 

Brought back so many memories 

Film was super 

Entertaining film 

A lovely enthusiastic audience brought the evening to life. 

Something new and something I consider interesting 

Super film, thank you Ray Johnson. 

You never stop learning, Newcastle should be proud of its heritage. 

I did  not go to the circus as a lad or man. 

Nice to reminisce but also nice to encourage todays kids to go 

Clear, good, big film. 

Very entertaining evening linked to Philip Astley 

very well presented and important to have the van burens present 

Was good to see the film and meet the Van Buren's as well as chatting to Ray. 

A great community feel and what a great film! 

Reliving the film and the 1950s 

Very good fun 

First time I have seen the film and thought it was excellent 
I knew a lot about the film as I had seen it before, but not for a long time. I enjoyed the discussion 
and hearing about the Gandhi organisation. 

I have the film on DVD but on the large screen is more enjoyable 

The information I hope to obtain details more about Philip Astley 

Full of light, glamour, talent, skills 

I'm from another country and didn't get all the information 

good story 

Great film 

Took my mind of my ????? 

A good film well presented. 

 

Family and Community 

Q12 

Something new and different / interactive 

Plate spinning was fun 

It was interesting and captivating 
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Engaging 

It was fun 

Learning circus tricks was very fun and interesting 

Enjoyed learning about the circus and being taught different circus skills 

Engaging and inclusive 

We learnt a lot about the magician and the circus skills were fun 

Found it interesting being able to discover more about circus entertainment and its history 

It was fun and engaging. A great host! 

We had a good introduction into circus and able to try some of the performances e.g. plate spinning 

Very enjoying 

Was nice and relaxing, a good change 

The plate spinning and other circus tricks were fun 

What a refreshing change and really entertaining, top class 

Toss 

Good 

Enjoyable 

Great idea, more please 

Most enjoyable. Unique talent 
This is the first time to Homecoming and Newcastle under Lyme, first time to the whole event came 
just for it.Will come again as well as to other local events. Fab, thanks 

Very enjoyable, comedic yet skilful. All round good watch 

As a juggler, its great to see circus in the streets; weather helped, good vibes? 

Very good 

I was impressed with the way he turned simple words into a rap 

A very fun entertainment show 

Bloody amazing 

Unsure why the event was on 

Bizarre 

Many acts very amateurish. This one good 

Really good fun. The artists didn't always succeed but played it off with skill and charisma. 

2 of the acts in the day weren't entertaining but I enjoyed the last act @ 7:30pm Capella 

Super fun 

Brilliant really impressed 

Fun, family friendly 

Really fun! Charismatic performers 

Got called up to help with the juggling, thought it was a massive laugh 

Enjoyed the juggling act and the balancing 

Liked the man and the word juggling 

Fun 
Listened to the Kazzum and his random wrapping. Entertaining with unique attire. More events in 
one place 

Unexpected but enjoyable 
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Came to watch the football, enjoyable performance 

It was crazy cool 

It's great to have something at night for those that work in the day to enjoy 

Fantastic- really unusual performance- would love to see more 

So much fun 
Working with Ruth and Andrew was a rewarding experience in spite of finding the script rather 
fragmented in places. 

would have like rehearsal time to feel secure and more confident in performance. 
I have not done anything with the theatre before. The last time I was in any sort of play was at 
school. Which I always enjoyed as member of our drama group we used to be treated to out of school 
activities to go to once a month to the Mitchel memorial theatre. taking part in roll up roll 
upbrought back very happy memories. I enjoyed seeing Ruth Corny and the way she brings out the 
performer in the actors and what a perfection 
Very well organised and good to be a part of a team. Met some new people and to join Mary Keith's 
choirs at Keele in September. 

on performance day - a lot of hanging about. 
production seemed a bit disjointed - choir and performers only got together week of performance - 
hard to make sense of it till then. feed back from audience was mixed some couldn't hear/see what 
was going on due to the staging of the event. some of the children couldn't follow the story. 

variety 

due to the kids enjoyment 

variety 

running a stall 

everything! 

stalls, craft, workshops 

Great day out for kids, lots going on and good way to involve community in research 

just being out and about - sun, lots of families being engaged. Good to see where the funding goes. 

variety, well attended 

A lot of fun stuff going on - They ran out of drinks. 

performers 

Nice family here today, seen lots of family here didn't know we were coming 

seeing the horses, Coldstream guards - all the different stalls and info leaflets of things to do. 
Didn't see many of the  'walkabout' events The curtain riser didn't happen at the 1pm show, sound 
was poor, need microphone 

Lots of different things. Educational 

Various events, friendly people accessible, sunny 

lots to do, good variety, good food (but queues too long) need more choice 

excellent for families, good advert for Newcastle Under Lyme 

The circus skills, the magic was very good 
Nice day to get out and about in the sun and watch some entertainment, also learn about local 
people 

The play, the van buren show 

Family activities, educational, affordable 

Well put together, area is ideal, only lacking thing, no clowns. It is the week of clowns! 

Lovely day out with family. 

Its a lovely day and I had a great time. 
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It was well organised, tea and food stalls were reasonable 

Sun and people here 

seeing family 

Kids love it. 

Got something for everyone. 

Atmosphere! Didn't like the shouting - maybe blow a whistle. 

Lots of variety, great fun. 

something fresh 

performance mixture 

a lot of work went towards 

Plate spinning 

educational  entertaining  great for kids 

A bit of all sorts something for everyone, you can join in or just watch 

plenty to do. 

reason to be, helps bring communities 
The variety of the attractions and events have been very muchly balanced and have made the whole 
experience extremely enjoyable across the board 

free  family friendly \educational  dog friendly 
It was a lovely day with good shows but queues for cold drinks were huge and most of the vendors 
ran out. 

very interesting and good for the community 

culture 

very good 

All the events are good for event 

got a lot of things going on. 

Good family day out, entertainment for the kids 

Something different 

Well organised, plenty to do 

small, friendly 

Pony the magic show 

first time, a large event in the area - needs more advertisement 

Nice to see families out and about 

Not been here long 

Lots to see/particularly enjoyed the performers walking around - very interactive with the kids 

Boring  Newcastle is pretty dead. Need more events in the Hanley area 

Community coming together, performance audio is poor, no mics 

The appetite show - seems very pleasant 

Talks 

Q12 

Very informative about someone and something I'd never even considered 

Interesting - Good speaker 
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The speaker was interesting and clearly understood. Obviously wanting the best for Newcastle 
and to make Phillip Astley more known. 

the event was really well presented  - Andrew did a informative talk 

Well presented 
Good speaker, knowledgeable and made it interesting. Had enthusiasm , passionate about Phillip 
Astley and keen to spread knowledge about him 

Very informative on a subject I knew little about 

Good, knowledgeable and enthusiastic speaker of important subject 
My answers are a reflection of the talk tonight which was enlightening and informative. The 
suggestion it may improve Newcastle I am unsure of, as the past 20 years or more of so called 
progress and poorly designed building has certainly done it, no good at all. 

Very enjoyable presentation 

More knowledge well presented 

Very informative and entertaining speaker 

Very entertaining and informative 
I already have a strong interest in history so to hear an account of a world famous figure from our 
area was an enjoyable evening for me 

Speaker made the talk very interesting 
Lots of artefacts to view. The host of the event is very knowledgeable. Excellent presentations of 
Philip Astley's collection. 

Good, humorous presentation of facts. 

Fantastic performance at a great museum. 

I somewhat enjoyed it 

Interesting memorabilia and enjoyable film 
Any opportunity to give Newcastle positive publicity by celebrating important people from the 
town. 
Any opportunity to give Newcastle positive publicity by celebrating important people from the 
town 

Very informative and passionate talk by Andrew 

Very entertaining passionate. Andrew Van Buren was a very knowledgeable speaker. 

Pleasant venue interesting interviews and talks 

Just a day that makes me happy and proud to live in the area. An absolute pleasure. 

Great day, Great presenters and superb to meet Mr Van Buren SNR 
I found the talk very interesting and has furthered my interest in following my family history ( I 
believe I am somewhat related to Philip Astley) 

learnt 

Very well presented 

Lots of people with similar interests to hear from ad talk to. 

As a circus fan it is great to increase my knowledge 

I enjoyed hearing the story of the Van Buren Family 

As someone who likes circuses, these events are fantastic to see and what the activities 

Always been interested in circus 

Increased both my knowledge of Newcastle and of Philip Astley 

Interested in circus 

Interested in circus so enjoyed 

I am a circus enthusiast 
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There is a magic in life 

Well presented xxxx, a little dry on the history narrative. 

The energy shown by speakers on the subject 

It was very informative and interesting. 

Very inspirational talk on Philip Astley and the circus movement 

Both entertaining and informative 

Charlie Cairoli 

Lovely to hear the anecdotal stories and family feeling the circus was about 

Enigmatic presenters 

Listening and talking to actual performers gives a new and different aspect 

Very enjoyable & interesting 

It was interesting, funny and well put together 

Very relaxed and funny 

It brought back many happy memories from 70 years ago 

Intimate in a way, yet all-encompassing 

Very entertaining and also informative 

Knowledge. Charlie was entertaining and easy to listen to 

Great footage and genuinely amusing people on stage with interesting/funny anecdotes 

Bit too long 

History, the charm of the circus 

Very engaging - changed my perceptions of the circus completely. 

Good content. 1off event 

I came here to see Charlie as I loved him when I was a small child 

A positive image of circus 
Good clips, jokes, anecdotes plus a new appreciation of traditional circus and a desire to support 
and revive it in 2018 

Too much from Brazilian continent 

Amazing to hear about Charlie's life and have an insight into the modern history of circus 

An entertaining evening with a wonderful story teller. Thoughtful and educational 

Charlie & Andrew are great entertainers 

Good organisation. Great old Cairoli 

How could you not enjoy circus? 

great anecdotes 

Varied speakers- interesting and informative. Great to see Charlie 
The event was very funny and engaging. Charlie and Andrew both held the attention of the 
audience and made it really interesting as well as comical. 

great speakers 

I met Charlie when I was sixteen in the Lake District 

Enjoyed finding out more about Philip Astley and listening to Charlie Cairoli's stories 

Good content - informal conversational style 

a great range of information tastefully informing the audience within a good timescale 

I would have liked to learn more about Philip Astley 
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Schools / Education - Students 

Q12 

It's very interactive 

Because it was fun. 

It was fun. 

Because it was fun. 

Because it was fun. 

Because we did different activities. 

Because I liked the plate spinning, juggling and especially the hula hoops. 

Because we learned new things and it was fun. 

It had been fun being outdoors doing fun activities. I wouldn't do this otherwise with friends. 

Because it was interesting. 

I leaned more circus tricks. 

It was a really nice environment. 

I liked what we did. 

I enjoyed learning how to do some circus stuff and had fun with my friends. 

It's fun. 

Juggling was fun. 

It was different. 

No written work and the sun. 

Because I enjoyed it. 

I learned new things. 

We got to have a circus experience. 

I learned new things. 

Because it is different. 

It was very fun. 

Because it was hard and got boring. 

It was fun. 

It was fun. 

It was fun. 

I enjoyed the interactivity. 

It was fun to do and learn. 

It was fun but I kept getting annoyed when I dropped them. 

I don't like the circus. 

I learned how to spin a plate on a stick. 

It was different and fun. 
I found it somewhat enjoyable as we could get involved but it was slightly irritating when the 
plate wouldn't balance on the stick. 

This was more enjoyable because we learnt how to do some circus stuff. 

It was okay. 

Because I don't like the circus or clowns. 

It was fun. 
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It was fun doing something different. 

I enjoyed hula-hooping and juggling. 

There were few activities to do. 

Trying the activities was fun. 

We only did three things. 

It was fun. 

I did have some fun but not a lot. 

Could of had more time and activities. 

Because we got what we wanted to do which was good. 

Because there was lots of things to do. 

Good fun, learned a few things. 

I enjoyed the plate spinning because I can do it. 

I was bored. 

I enjoyed it but also not. 

Because it was fun. 

It was interesting to try some circus tricks. 

It was enjoyable because we get to do fun things. 

Because I got to try new things. 

Some of the tasks were challenging. 

It was boring. 

Because it was fun. 

It was school but still fun. 

Because I enjoyed the circus. 

It was fun. 

Because we learned a lot. 

I got to do things that I wouldn't normally do. 

The activities were enjoyable. 

I don't like the circus. 

It was better than geography. 

It was fun. 

Lots of fun activities. 

I enjoyed it because I can do some fun things. 

I enjoyed it but it needs more time. 

Because it was fun with really enjoyable activities. 

I didn't really enjoy it. 

Teachers / Trainers 

Q12.a 

Excellent delivery of content. will be really useful in the library 
very enjoyable, easy to follow and makes it seen achievable to someone who doesn't feel 
competent or is naturally outgoing 
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The participation in ... really helped to underline how to structure them with the children, and 
how to break down a complicated history through role play. 
A well delivered workshop. I have learned a lot about how workshops are constructed and 
delivered 

Really well ran. Thank you ladies and gentlemen :) 

Excellent  great to learn about new technologies 

Fab! Some great idea to take away! 
There was a great techniques explained more thoroughly we saw them in the workshop but 
understanding the structure and have the techniques work within it was helpful 

Exciting and engaging 
Provided us with tips on adding props and drama to increase the impact of story telling to 
children 

See answer 5 
The whole experience was informative and fun in approach which made the session enjoyable 
and very beneficial 
I feel that I have learned a skill that has need to put into practice. Thank you for sharing your 
expertise 
Good to pass on this knowledge and help children have a better understanding and appreciation 
of our local heritage 

Very informative 

Fun and great ideas 

It was a safe and encouraging space to explore new ways of working 
The activities were fun and were all about teamwork which personally is more comfortable for 
me. Some great ideas to take away that children will love 

Exhibition  

Q12 

Because its that's what I called showbiz 

loved the original facsimile documents - the film - excellent! 

Ray Johnsons film is a way high standard with a good cast 

I loved the dressing up and the mini circus 

This is an excellent exhibition. Well laid out, well presented, informative and educational. 

very interest 

Brilliant exhibition, very informative 

Because I had a brilliant time today! 
I run circusteacher.com, we are here to celebrate circus 250 saw your museum on Facebook so had 
to pop over and have a look. between day and evening shows. 
I heard of Philip Astley through reading earlier this year. Suddenly - He's everywhere! There were 
theatre performances, statues and exhibitions! Fascinating! I can't believe I'd never heard of such a 
charitable local character before now. 

Very well presented and informative 
I particularly liked the paintings and the info board about Philips life's and Newcastle's history as I 
don't know much about that period of Newcastle's History 
Not being born in N staffs but having lived here for over 50 years - I am still learning. This is an ideal 
subject for this museum. The input by all concerned is greatly appreciated. 

A wonderful window on 18th century life 

good 

Imaginative use of artefacts, memorabilia. Super instructional video. 
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Interesting to learn about his every day life and the local connection. Thought it was interesting how 
it was weaved into the history of Newcastle. 

because I like it 

Lovely exhibition. If child free I'd know and learn more. 

because I love it 

because its lovely 

because I love it 

I have some knowledge of Philip Astley from reading and attending local events. 

had a great day 
I am an actor and a circus ring master - I perform my own one-man play about Astley. I am delighted 
to see him once again brought to prominence 

I am a member of the Philip Astley steering group 
I came to the exhibition due to seeing the play at the New Vic. Surprised I had never heard of him 
until the statue erection. 

its a credit to the museum staff 

One would hope you could infer the obvious from my response! 

good exhibition and able to learn about a 'son' of Newcastle/Lyme 

Excellent, informative exhibition and superb illustrations and display. 
The work put in to this project by the museum, new Vic and supporters has put Newcastle on the 
map. 
was aware of the celebration through connection with the New Vic, but knew very little about 
Astley. Well assembled exhibition - very informative. Whetted my apetite for this afternoons 
activities and for the New Vic performance next week. 
A good variety of exhibits. Great to see original artefacts, pictures and copies of the amphitheatre 
bills. 
came to see film, it was very noisy and the young people telling story told it and acted it in front of 
the film and stage. rather annoying. spoilt the experience and the film could have been better, 
feeling should not have been shown with people performing. 

lovely activities and good to gain knowledge about local people. 

I visited this exhibition more than once, I really enjoyed as well as my little saxi 

Really good, accessible information 
The council should encourage people more with exhibitions like this one, especially about local 
people. I did not know about Philip Astley until now (I am 40!) 

Impressive exhibition 
A fantastic adaptation of my work from the writer of the 'what is circus' piece, poet Laurate Stephen 
Seabridge 
Good Exhibition - sadly the video was inaudible as I came on a day of circus activities so the room 
was very noisy. 
A lot of work has gone into the exhibition, its a shame it was so noisy while the film was running, it 
did hinder our knowledge 

Good to have something of interest going on. 

Excellent exhibit and activities outside. 

Very informative 
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